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Students shine at 2nd annual UMaine’s Got Talent
Iota Nu Kappa host talent show with proceeds going to the Testicular Cancer Foundation
Jocelyn Nerney

For The Maine Campus
On Thursday, Dec. 5,
the Iota Nu Kappa fraternity (INK) held its 2nd
annual UMaine’s Got Talent show in Minsky Recital Hall to raise money
and awareness for its philanthropy, the Testicular
Cancer Foundation.
All the proceeds from
the show went directly
to TCF. During the show,
there were many ways
people could donate.
A 50/50 raffle was held,
where half of the money
went to the philanthropy
and the other half went
to a lucky winner. After
each act, brothers of INK
came around with buckets
where people could donate money to help their
favorite act win and raise
money for TCF.
Evan McDuff, a fifthyear student and brother
of INK, said the show is
“a really awesome way to
help stop testicular cancer.”
The donations given
after each performance
was one of the ways the
contestants were scored.
Forty percent of the score
was based on total donation amount; 40 percent
was based on the number

of likes the contestant got
on a status about them on
the UMaine’s Got Talent
Facebook page. The last
20 percent of the score
was based on the judges’
vote.
The judges of the show
were Brandon McLaughlin, graduate assistant at
the Office of Multicultural Student Life; Dr.
Robert Dana, dean of students; Deborah Downs, an
employee at Wells Central; and Sarah Joughin, a
scholar advisor at the Office of International Programs.
The talent show featured 13 acts that featured
talents such as singing,
dancing and comedy.
The winners of this
year’s UMaine’s Got Talent were 4 Pi’s and a Sig
in 1st, Hope Milne in 2nd,
and David Terwilliger in
3rd.
Minsky Hall was filled
to the capacity, with people standing in the back
and sitting on the ground.
People came to the
show for various reasons;
some to support their
friends or to just see the
talent.
Fifth-year student Zandra Lafond said, “I came
to support INK, to see the
talent, and support the
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philanthropy.”
The first act, the group
Not Yet performed a medley of songs with three
vocalists and a guitarist.
The group sang “Fire-

work” and “Roar” by
Katy Perry, and “Brave”
by Sara Bareilles. The
group did a nice job with
their harmonies and their
voices went together re-

ally well.
The second act was
Marvin Cling, who did
stand up comedy. Cling
read his jokes off of a paper and joked about vari-
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Four Pi’s and a Sig sing an acapella version of “Royals”
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ous subjects, from looking up things on Google
to bathroom humor. Mariah Hughes, the third con-
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To be continued: Fight for clean UVAC recognized
water in Orono, Veazie ongoing for community
Jon Ouellette
Sports Editor

The quality of the water
we drink, bathe in and wash
our clothes with is something many Americans take
for granted. With excess
levels of cancer-causing
chemicals found in their
water, some citizens from
Orono and Veazie think it’s
past time we start paying
more attention to it, and
past time the public is made
aware of the problem.
About 15 citizens from
the two communities attended the Water District
meeting last Tuesday to
discuss trihalomethanes, or
THMs, a carcinogen that
has been running rampant
in the municipality’s water
at least since the EPA mandated testing of water quality in 2004.
In addition to the fact
that residents are ingesting
and absorbing carcinogens
on a regular basis, one of
the biggest concerns for
folks around this community is the apparently shoddy
testing methods being used
by the district.

“What I find unusual
about this, as a former science teacher, is that the pipe
you tested the water from is
16 inches in diameter,” said
Suzanne Malis-Andersen, a
Veazie resident. “The water
that comes from my house
does not come from a 16inch diameter pipe.
“My health is at issue.
All of the residents’ health
is an issue here,” she added. “I want to know what’s
coming out of my faucet.
Come into our houses; test
our water. Then we’ll get
accurate numbers here.”
The water in Orono and
Veazie has been in compliance with EPA guidelines
through the first three quarters of 2013, but some residents believe those numbers may not represent the
real picture.
According to OronoVeazie Water District records, the water that is tested comes from a hydrant
that is flushed prior to testing, something a few citizens have labeled “a BandAid approach” that doesn’t
actually cover anything and
may just be a cover up to

“pass the test,” so to speak.
“To suggest to us that
having a testing site in a
high-flow, large diameter
pipe area is covering the
waterfront, if you will, and
the variability of THM, is
unacceptable,” Veazie resident Joan Perkins said. “To
flush the day before a test
and then send in the water?
That’s disingenuous. For
88 days of that quarter, I
was drinking that dirty water that was in the pipe. But
on Day 89 you’re flushing, and on Day 90 you’re
testing, and you’re telling
the state that everything’s
good. That, to me, is a lie.
It’s a dangerous public
health lie. The residents of
Veazie are unwilling to accept this into the future.”
The EPA mandates that
all tested water come from
a faucet, not a high-diameter pipe.
Another concern is the
lack of disclosure the public has received from the
OVWD, who serves 6,000
water outlets in the area,
with regards to the high
levels of THMs in their water.

“They’ve really kept
it under their hats,” Perkins said. “They’ve chosen to take the course that
if they’re not required to
notify, they don’t notify. I
think they owe us all notification. We will only begin
to see progress once people
begin to be notified so that
they can protect themselves
with things like filters on
their faucets and showers.”
According to information compiled from Water
District reports from around
Maine communities, the
yearly average of THMs —
which have been linked to
liver, kidney, bladder, colon
and rectal cancer as well as
nervous system problems
— in Orono and Veazie has
exceeded the upper limit
allowed by the EPA almost
every year since 2004.
Chlorine, the main disinfectant in this municipality’s water, and other
disinfectants combine with
organic matter to create
these THMs.
Although the goal is to
not have any traces of carSee Orono Water on A

2013 Maine Food Summit aims for
more sustainable food system
Danielle Walczak
Staff Writer

ORONO-Community
and local food systems
were the focus at the first
Maine Food Summit at
Wells Conference Center
on Friday. In a state where
24.1 percent of children
under the age of 16 live in
a food insecure household,
obtaining sustainable food
security in the aging state
of Maine was an important
topic for speakers at the
summit.
The event, which was
conceptualized at the New
England Food Summit at
University of Southern
Maine last year and put on
by UMaine Cooperative
Extension, was a gathering
of farmers, policy makers,
students, professors, Cooperative Extension members
and more food enthusiasts.
With two keynote speakers
and two breakout discussion sessions, each break in
the action was filled with
loud chatter and excitement regarding the speakers’ topics.
New England is a bull’seye for a local food model
throughout the country.
“The level of interest from a whole group of
different audiences is just
incredible,” said Timothy
Griffin, associate professor and director of the Agriculture, Food and Environmental program at Tufts
Friedman School of Nutrition Science and Policy and
the first keynote speaker.

Yet New England only
produces one-third of the
amount of food grown in
the region.
For Griffin, who previously worked for the
University of Maine Cooperative Extension, New
England is a wealth for the
local food system.
“There’s a lot of capacity here and we need to recognize that,” he said in his
talk “Maine’s Role in Creating a Sustainable, More
Regional Food System.”
UMaine President Paul
Ferguson opened the day
presenting the responsibility he feels UMaine has as

the opportunity to make
local food accessible to all
people from different economic backgrounds.
Mark Lapping of University of Southern Mainespoke with two other
speakers about the New
England Food Vision, a report offering three options
for a more sustainable and
locally sourced New England food system. The plan
would produce 50 percent
of clean, fair, just, accessible food in New England
for all New Englanders
by 2060 while leaving 70
percent of New England
forested, according to Lap-

“This is a possible thing for us to do if we
embrace what we have in front of us.”
Mark Lapping
Professor University of Southern Maine
a Land Grant university to
“embrace a core value of
sustainability” and instill
this value in its students. He
said if graduates of UMaine
don’t come out with an idea
of sustainability, “I think
we’ve missed our mark.”
For Griffin, collaboration between sources, such
as local, industrial and regional, is important for the
future of Maine’s food. He
cited the example of incorporating local food into
school lunches as a good
start to cooperation.
Griffin is excited about

ping.
“This is a possible thing
for us to do if we embrace
what we have in front of
us,” Lapping said.
In the same discussion,
Molly Anderson of College of the Atlantic said
the New England Food Vision would only be possible
with a cultural shift toward
more healthy eating: less
meat and more vegetables.
The Maine Food Strategy presented the beginnings
of their project, which differs from the New England
Food Vision, as it is more

of a plan and open forum
for Maine food producers,
much like Vermont’s Farm
to Plate program. The group
was met with many questions and comments from
audience members regarding entities such as dairy
farms, financial institutions
and GMO labeling.
Unanswered questions
were addressed after lunch
in the two sessions of group
discussions. Which covered issues such as climate
change, food policy, marine
fisheries and more.
Second keynote speaker
Patrick Keliher, the commissioner of the Department of Marine Resources,
spoke on Maine’s Role
in Creating a Sustainable
Fishery.
Maine imports 90 percent of the food its citizens consume according to
Amanda Beal of University of New Hampshire and
Maine Food Strategy.
Lapping believes Maine
is ready to get back to what
was once, “a very rich, very
agricultural past.”
During breaks attendees
circulated the conference
center, connecting and
chatting with many organizations with tables such as
Maine Organic Farmers
and Gardeners Association, Maine’s Own Organic
Milk and Maine Farmland
Trust pushing forward the
introductory goal of John
Rebar, executive director
of Cooperative Extension:
“collaboration, community,
passion and commitment to

Dumas chooses
intership; VSPE named
Liam Nee

Asst. News Editor
During his executive report, Vice President Aaron
Ortiz announced that Vice
President-elect Jake Dumas, a
second-year political science
student, would be taking a
leave of absence next semester
in order to attend University of
Maine department of political
science’s Peter Madigan ’91
Congressional Internship Program in Washington, D.C.
Dumas will not assume
regular duties of the office until he returns to Orono in May.
Ortiz says pro tempore Sen.
Ryan Hall will step in for Dumas as the interim vice presi-

dent of UMSG.
During her executive report, President Kim Dao
announced Patrick FortierBrown, a fourth-year psychology and neuroscience student,
as the new vice president of
Student Entertainment, replacing Sarah Goode. FortierBrown will assume duties in
January.
GSS allocates total of
$5,040 to three orgs, $1,836.88
for holiday bonuses.
The GSS allocated a total
of $5,040 to three organizations — $2,000 each to Men’s
and Women’s Ultimate Frisbee and $1,040 to the Athletic
Training Student Organization.

The $2,000 to Women’s
Ultimate Frisbee is expected
to go toward “tournament fees
and vans” during the club’s
2013-14 fiscal year, specifically for Disc-iple Sports’ annual High Tide Tournament in
Brunswick, Ga. for five days
in March.
Club President Eileen Murphy, a second-year civil and
environmental
engineering
student, spoke on behalf of the
organization.
According to the resolution, the trip is expected to cost
$6,170. Fourteen members
plan on attending. Anticipated
fundraising includes $1,625
from local tournaments, and
the club will be personally

funding tolls, food, gas and
housing.
Like the women’s side,
the Men’s Ultimate Frisbee’s
$2,000 is also expected to go
toward “tournament fees and
vans” during the High Tide
Tournament. The expected cost
of the men’s trip is $9,900.
Twenty members are expected to attend. Anticipated
fundraising and personal funding duties are identical to the
women’s team.
The $1,040 to ATSO is expected to go toward “hotels
and registration” during the
organization’s attending of
the Eastern Athletic Trainers’
See UMSG on A

commitment
Christopher Burns
For The Maine Campus
The University of Maine
Volunteer
Ambulance
Corps received the 2013
Region 4 Emergency Medical Service’s (EMS) Service of the Year award last
month, recognizing its long
standing commitment and
service to the University of
Maine community and the
surrounding communities
of Orono and Old Town. It
is the first time UVAC received the award.
The announcement was
made in November at the
annual EMS Seminar organized by Atlantic Partners EMS. Atlantic Partners EMS “is committed
to serv[ing] [in] a leadership role for the comprehensive EMS and public
safety system,” according
to the APEMS website.
APEMS serves EMS regions throughout central
and downeast Maine.
UVAC is one of 79
EMS service providers in
Region 4, which consists
of Hancock, Penobscot,
Piscataquis and Washington counties. The state of
Maine is broken into a total
of six EMS regions. Each
year, one service is selected
from each of the six regions
as being representative and
exemplifying the commitment to upholding the standard of excellence in care
and community commitment APEMS is committed
to.
In a news release from
UMaine last month, UVAC
Chief of Services Joseph
Kellner credited the recognition and award to the
“professionalism, compassion and skills” of the student volunteers.
UVAC Student Chief
Dakota Turnbull also expressed gratitude for “the
support of the regional
EMS organization.”
On Friday, Dec. 6,
UVAC received a new ambulance to update its fleet.
UVAC budgeted its money
carefully for nearly a year
to save for the new vehicle.
It is a diesel-powered Mercedes Benz 2013 Sprinter
Cargo Van 2500. It is outfitted with custom UMaine
Black Bear graphics that
will “represent the university well,” Turnbull said.
The new 2013 Sprinter is
more fuel efficient and will
help reduced emissions.
The other ambulance, a diesel-powered Ford E-Series
will eventually be outfitted
with new graphics.
Primarily students make
up the ranks of UVAC volunteers, but among them
are also alumni, faculty and
staff. Student volunteers
come from a variety of colleges and majors, including
Nursing and History. Many
come to UVAC without any
experience as an emergency
medical technician (EMT)
and are trained in the “various levels of the ABCs of
a patient: Airway, Breathing and Circulation” and
other “Basic Life Support
procedures,” according the
UVAC webpage.

The service, which is
run and funded by Auxiliary Services, was founded
in 1972. Prior to then, first
responder and patient care
was headed by members of
the UMaine Police Department. Because two officers
were removed from duty
to manage emergency response, the move was made
to put students at the helm.
Currently, UVAC consists of 65 members. UVAC
is on call at all times, with
some students attending
classes and ready to respond to the emergency call
at a moment’s notice.
The ambulance fleet is
made up of two vehicles.
Students fulfill the roles of
driver and EMT attendant
and are accompanied by a
licensed EMT at all times.
The licensed EMT provides
oversight and assistance on
all calls.
UVAC is licensed at the
EMT level, meaning that
most volunteers are licensed
and equipped to handle basic life support procedures.
The other two levels of licensure are Advanced EMT
and Paramedic. If UVAC
requires the presence of a
paramedic, a request may
be placed with either the
Orono or Old Town Fire
Department.
On average, UVAC will
respond to between 400
and 500 calls a year. UVAC
operates when school is in
session and in a reduced
capacity during breaks.
Many of the calls the service responds to are related
to athletic injuries. UVAC
is present for all sport and
athletic events, as well as
concerts and other events
hosted by the university
that they are requested for.
They are on hand to assist
local firefighters when they
respond to fire alarms and
other incidents on campus.
In the past, UVAC has
responded to incidents of
cardiac arrest and to unresponsive diabetics.
According to Turnbull,
U because UVAC provides
aid to Orono and Old Town,
it will respond to local
emergencies in the event
that the Fire Departments
of both towns are tied up
responding to a blaze.
Other
services
that
UVAC provides to the university community are CPR
courses and maintaining the
25 Automatic External Defibrillators installed across
the university. UVAC oversaw the installation of the
AED devices and performs
monthly maintenance to
ensure they function properly in the event of a cardiac arrest.
UVAC will continue to
positively represent the
university. It remains exceptional compared with
services provided by other
universities in the state.
UVAC remains the only
EMT ambulance corps
among Maine universities.
Other universities are only
staffed with student first responders.
“[It’s] the same care you
get anywhere else,” Turnbull said. “Just younger.”
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Talent Show
from A1

testant, sang Alicia Keys’ “If I Ain’t
Got You” with powerful, soulful, and
strong vocals.
The all women a cappella group
UMaine Renaissance performed after
Hughes, and sang “Winter Song” by
Sara Bareilles and Ingrid Michaelson.
The a cappella group also sang The
Drifters’ “Some Kind of Wonderful.”
The group clapped along during their
enthusiastic performance.
Ian Girvan, the fifth act of the
night, sang and played guitar to
Train’s “Meet Virginia.” The next act,
Adriano Paratore, sang and played
guitar to an original song called
“Fade to Black.” He also performed
the song “San Francisco.”
The last act before intermission
was Hope Milne, who sang “Gravity”
by Sara Bareilles and put her own
spin on her rendition.
The first act after intermission
was the group The Cards. It consisted of two men playing guitars, and
one of them sang for the act. They
performed Dispatch’s “Two Coins,”
original song “There’s Something

in the Water Here,” and Jake Bugg’s
“Lightning Bolt.” The group performed with great guitar skills and
strong vocals from the singer.
The next act was the a cappella
group Mainely Voices, who performed Nicki Minaj’s “Starships”
and David Guetta’s “Titanium” featuring Sia. The contrast between the
serious and silly poses was entertaining to watch.
Catherine Nichols, the 10th act,
did a dance to “The Chain” by Ingrid
Michaelson, providing a break from
vocal performances. After Nichols,
the next act was the group 4 Pi’s and
a Sig, who performed an a cappella
version of Lorde’s “Royals.”
The second to last act of the
night, Grace Avakian, who sang, “I
Dreamed a Dream” from the musical
“Les Miserables.” The song was dedicated to her Danish grandmother,
who flew from Denmark to see her
granddaughter sing.
The last act of the night, David Terwilliger, performed a guitar solo that
was unique and amazing to watch.
Scott Downs, a third-year student
and INK brother, said one reason the
talent show is held is because “it puts
INK’s name out in the community,
especially since we are the only multicultural fraternity.”

Christie Edwards - Staff Photographer

Mainely Voices acappella group performs at UMaine’s Got Talent
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Orono Water
from A1

cinogens, the maximum
amount of THMs allowed
in the water is 80 parts per
billion. According to the
OVWD records, water in
the municipality tested in
at 89ppb in 2005, 96ppb in
2006, 80ppb in 2007, 96ppb
in 2008, 89ppb in 2011 and
84ppb in 2012. The next
highest THM average of
any municipality was in
Wiscasset, who tested in at
26.37ppb in 2012.
Water tested at the University of Maine’s Memorial Union in 2009 was found
to have double the upper
limit of THMs allowed by
the EPA at 177ppb, but that
information was not disclosed and not included in
the OVWD’s report to the
state because it was not an

official OVWD testing site
at the time.
As of Oct. 1 of this year,
the Union was added as a
second testing site in addition to the Veazie Community School, which has
served as the primary testing site since 2004.
The district’s response
to this multi-faceted issue
has been one of progress.
“I want to make it clear
that we are in compliance,
and we have been and the
state does understand where
we do our testing,” OVWD
Chairman Scott Hall said.
“That doesn’t mean we
can’t evaluate those things
and look at them closer, but
we are in compliance with
the regulations that we are
required to operate under.
“It has not been ignored,”
he continued. “We’ve hired
consultants; We continue
to try and refine the treatment process. One of the

The Maine Campus • News
reasons we have this issue
is because of the chlorine.
Well, one of the reasons
we have chlorine is to deal
with a completely different
issue. This is a byproduct
of trying to make sure we
don’t have other immediate

notifying residents of the
problem, testing methods
and possibilities for remediation such as the use of
ozone and ultraviolet water
treatments.
“There’s places like
Bangor, whose [maximum

“Now, can we do more? Can we
continue to work on it? Absolutely. That’s
what we’ve been doing and that’s what
we’ll continue to do because we do
care and we do take this seriously.”
Scott Paul
Chairman, Orono-Veazie Water District
issues in our water. It’s a
big balance. It’s a balance
that’s not simple.”
Citizens at the meeting
provided the OVWD board
members with a list of
ways to continue to move
forward in eliminating this
issue, such as methods of

THM] level is 20.8. They’re
using ozone and ultraviolet to disinfect their water,” Malis-Andersen said.
“Ozone was used in France
in 1906 to disinfect water.
This works. Our first waste
water plant in 1984 in California used UV, ozone and

The best from
UMaine’s finest

Cameron Paquette
News Editor

11/22
10:23 p.m. Stoop kid
smoking on the stoop
Dakota Tarbox, 19, was
given a summons for possession of a usable amount
of marijuana. An R.A. reported two people smok-

ing marijuana on the front
steps of Androscoggin
Hall. When officers arrived, they found Tarbox
and an 18-year-old male
smoking on the steps. The
students were also drinking beer. Officers found
more beer and marijuana
after searching Tarbox’s
bag. The other student was
referred to Judicial Affairs
for the incident.

to make progress. I understand that for some folks,
that’s not good enough. I
understand that. We will
continue to do as much as
we can going forward to reduce [the problem] as much
as possible.
“We have consultants on
board to help us,” he continued. “That is the reason,
I believe, that you see the
reduction [in THM levels
in 2013]. Now, can we do
more? Can we continue
to work on it? Absolutely.
That’s what we’ve been doing and that’s what we’ll
continue to do because we
do care and we do take this
seriously.”
According to the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention, Maine has
one of the highest cancer
rates in the country. The
disease accounted for one
quarter of all Maine deaths
in 2009.

Courtesy: Orono Veazie Water District

TTHM content in water supply in Maine Water Districts.

Police
Beat

peroxide. It works.”
“Something needs to be
done. I don’t know what
that is but something needs
to be done soon,” said
Kathy Brooks, a Veazie
resident. “What are we to
do? We can buy bottled water, but that’s not the huge
issue here. It’s the showering, washing dishes — your
pores open, your body absorbs it.”
OVWD Superintendent
Dennis Cross says he’s
asked the engineering firm
who deals with the water
testing, Wright-Pierce, to
make an estimate of how
much it would cost to switch
from chlorine to ozone and
ultraviolet treatments.
“Having a list and your
thoughts in front of us
today, from my perspective, will be something
we continue to consider,”
Hall said. “We have been
working as hard as we can

10:58 p.m. Burn cruise
bust
Summonses
were
handed to Jama Ahmed,
20, and Abdi Abdilatif,
20, for illegal transportation of drugs by a minor
and illegal possession of a
usable amount of marijuana
respectively. Ahmed was
driving a gray Saab past
Cumberland Hall with four
other passengers and pulled
over to let some of them
out. Three officers, who
were on foot patrol in front
of Cumberland, smelled a

strong odor of marijuana
coming from Ahmed’s car
when he drove by. When
Ahmed stopped, the officers approached the car
to investigate. Only one
of the five people in the
car was a UMaine student.
Abdilatif was found to be
in possession of marijuana
and was given a summons;
Ahmed was also summonsed for transportation.
Because neither of them
are students at UMaine,
they were also given trespassing notices that expire
May 14.
11/23
12:09 a.m. Hancock
hooligan
Adam Hastings, 19, was

given a summons for possession of alcohol by a minor. An R.A. in Hancock
Hall reported an intoxicated male on the second
floor. Officers responded
along with UVAC, who
were already in the building to assist with another
drunk student in an unrelated incident. Hastings
was found to be in possession of a 30-pack of Pabst
Blue Ribbon. A search of
his room also uncovered
several stolen road signs.

10:51 p.m. Frat night
gone wrong
Jessica Derosche, 18,
was given a summons for
possession of alcohol by
a minor. An officer on

foot patrol near the Kappa Sigma fraternity saw
Derosche and her female
friend leaving the house.
Derosche was struggling
to make it down the steps
and was being helped
along by her friend. The
officer approached the two
and found Derosche to be
visibly intoxicated. Derosche was given the summons after admitting to
being drunk. Her 18-yearold friend was not drinking, but was referred to
Judicial Affairs for being
in possession of vodka.
Kappa Sigma was also referred to Judicial Affairs
for furnishing alcohol and
a place to consume alcohol
for minors.
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Diversions

By Ryan North

www.qwantz.com

Christmas!

Answer key in sports

SANTA
SHEPHERDS
SKATES
SLEIGH		
SNOWFLAKES
SNOWMAN
STABLE
STAR
STOCKING
THREE WISE
MEN
TOBOGGAN
TOYS
TREE
WREATH

Down
1- Agitate;
2- Flaky mineral;
3- Support beam;
4- Roofing item;
5- To midpoint;
6- Green or black, e.g.;
7- Hog sound;
8- Type of sanctum;
9- Plant or shrub;
10- Ancient Palestinian;
11- Give merit;
12- Fungal infection;
13- To ___ (perfectly);
21- Shaggy-haired wild ox;
23- Teri of “Tootsie”;
25- Release;

27- Pitchfork-shaped letters;
28- Primo;
29- Greek temple;
30- EMT’s skill;
34- Acapulcogold;
35- Conger catcher;
36- Italian wine city;
37- Capital of the Ukraine;
38- Bern’s river;
40- Serial parts;
41- Hung. neighbor;
43- Look for;
44- Competent;
45- Heavenly body;
47- Neckline shape;
48- Component of organic fertilizer;
49- Drat!; 50Connected series of rooms;
52- Sugar source;
53- Horn sound;
55- Smelting waste;
56- Strong taste;
57- Killer whale;
58- ___-do-well;
61- “ER” extras;

Word
Scramble

See if you can unscramble these letters to
create different autumn words!

Word search courtesy of puzzles.ca

GIFTS
GOLD
GREETING
CARDS
HOLLY
ICICLES
JESUS
JOSEPH
LIGHTS		
MANGER
MARY
MISTLETOE
MYRRH
ORNAMENTS
POINSETTIA

Word Search

51- Agent, briefly;
52- Escape;
54- Singer Sheena;
59- Bring home;
60- Designer Christian;
62- Raucous sound;
63- Kitchen addition;
64- School founded in 1440;
65- Knight’s weapon;
66- Class struggle?;
67- Hardens;
68- Actress Samantha;

Find and circle all of the Christmas words that are
hidden in the grid. The remaining letters spell a
secret message.

Sudoku Puzzle
• Each row must have
numbers 1 - 9 in any order
but each digit can only
appear once.
• Each column must have
numbers 1 - 9 in any order
but each digit can only
appear once.
• Each 3x3 box must have
numbers 1 - 9 in any order
but each digit can only
appear once.
There is only one
correct answer.
Difficulty level: Easy

* indicates the answer is made of more than one word.

Here’s an example:
P A L E R M O F E S C T T = almost perfect

1. LBLA
2. NWMIMSGI
3. RYBUG
4. NUR
5. WNI
6. WHROT
7. ABKSLLTAEB
8. EOLS
9. BTA
10. INGGOGJ
11. AKRTEA
12. OPLICYSM
13. EARC
14. HCTCA
15.GFLO
16. UMPJ
17. PNISTR
18. MTAE
19. NEICPOOIMTT
17. Jump, 18. Sprint, 19. Team, 20. Competition

		

Across
1- Metal-shaper;
6- Labor;
10- I could ___ horse!;
14- Leg bone;
15- ___ kleine Nachtmusik;
16- Loretta of “M*A*S*H”;
17- Poker declaration;
18- Ballerina Pavlova;
19- Completely without madness;
20- Refine;
22- Rice dish;
24- ___-Mart;
26- “Hotel ___”;
27- Flapjack;
31- Source of iron;
32- Lathered up;
33- It’s human;
36- Wanted poster abbr.;
39- Are you ___ out?;
40- Everglades bird;
41- The most heavily populated
continent on Earth;
42- Paris possessive;
43- Bobbin;
44- More adorable;
45- Architect I.M.;
46- Elusive;
48- Except if;

Crossword puzzles provided by BestCrosswords.com. Used with permission.

http://www.oothpastefordinner.com

Dinosaur Comics

13. Olympics, 14. Race, 15. Catch, 16. Golf,
7. Throw, 8. Basketball, 9. Lose, 10. Bat, 11. Jogging, 12. Karate,

Sudoku puzzles provided by sudoku.name. Used with permission.

1.Ball, 2. Swimming, 3. Rugby, 4. Baseball, 5. Run, 6. Win,

ANGEL
BELLS
BETHLEHEM
CANDLES
CANDY CANE
CAROLS
DECORATIONS
EGGNOG
FAMILY
FRANKINCENSE
FRIENDS
FRUITCAKE
GABRIEL

Crossword Puzzle

By Drew

Toothpaste for Dinner
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Examine deeper levels
of holiday spirit in
methods of celebration

T

he end of the semester arrives with the promise of three stress-free weeks sans schoolwork.
After the grueling stress of finals, this is a welcome release. It seems that the ability to simply
relax complements the holidays perfectly. But,
are borderline Christmas sweet gluttony, marathon shopping trips and seemingly endless “Frosty the Snowman”
repeats really the correct spirit of the holiday season?
Consumerism has already been vilified due to Black
Friday sales which seem to promote utter boorishness in
the service of bargain-shopping, but even this isn’t the real
impetus besides the qualms most people have over Christmas. The necessity to find the perfect gift engenders stress
amongst many. As a result, foul attitudes, and so does
the pressure of throwing the perfect celebration. It seems
these things have come to define holiday revelries. But,
again, these things are not really what the holiday season
is about.
Christmas, by far the most widely celebrated holiday,
is foundationally about humanity. Whether or not one believes in Christianity, the holiday exists to celebrate the
birth of mankind’s savior. Regardless of an individual’s religious preference, basic human compassion is something
that, surely, even the most avid of secularists is something
that is essential to civil society.
Department store melees, mass-produced toys and constant repeats of Christmas special have a tendency to strip
the humanity from the holiday.
This is not because, with the exception of violence
and general callousness, there’s not necessarily anything
wrong with the trappings of holiday celebrations, but because they become the entirety of the season rather than
just entertaining aspects of it.
Spending an evening in front of the television to watch
Christmas specials and shopping trips are not antithetical
to the spirit of the holiday in the right context. Frustrated
necessity to uphold a certain standard of celebration merely
because it’s a certain standard of tradition is not the proper
context. This kind of attitude is perpetuates shallowness.
It is in the service of some emotion, whether it be personal enjoyment or desire to please another, when these
activities become truly in the spirit of the holiday.
Joy of others, and equally important, joy of self, is something that serves humanity as it contributes to that happiness that is so highly prized in society. And it is prized
because few things are more fulfilling than the knowledge
that one has completed some task by pursuing their abilities to the fullest potential. Contributing to the happiness
of the individual, whether family, friend, self, or even
stranger, is very much in service of this ideal.
This can be as complex as spending as spending an evening participating in some activity that is tedious because
it makes someone else happy, scouring the mall for the
perfect gift for someone special or as simple as listening to
a Christmas song that never fails to amuse.
In any of these cases, happiness to some actor is the
end result. And a little personal happiness can contribute
to a higher level of personal satisfaction, which can in turn
get passed on, through kind interaction, to others. And this
most certainly serves the humanity that Christmas’s foundation seeks to better.
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Egyptian media from
1981 to 2013: Part 3
Romany Melek
Just after the Egyptian
revolution, the United States
tried to read the scene in order to decide which side to
support — the winning side.
The White House thought
that the Egyptian people
were clinging to a government and president with a
religious background, or
more precisely, an Islamic
background. To some extent, the White House was
right.
It’s complicated. The way
people think and act after
revolutions is too difficult
to predict. Were the Egyptians eager to have a sort of
religious regime? Yes. But,
at the same time, Egyptians
have always loved and respected religion, but historically have avoided extremism.
The Muslim Brotherhood and the Salafis, along
with the White House, did
not realize this until it was
too late.
The United States acted
according to their intelligence and thought, politically and economically,
they were supporting the
winning side the Islamic
trend. A similar kind of alliance took place during the

USSR invasion of Afghanistan, from December 1979
to February 1989.
The U.S., among other
countries, supported the Mujahideen — Islamist fighters
— with military training, as
well as with weapons and
billions of dollars.
So, I can say this is the
first extensive open support
the United States gave to the
Islamists in the Middle East
since Sept. 11, 2001.
In my first column I
discussed the fear many
institutions and governmental bodies felt when the
Islamists came to office in
Egypt. Now I am discussing the fear the people felt
— something that, in my
opinion, did entirely tip the
balance of the whole political situation.
During the first days of
the revolution, Mohamed
Morsi was in jail. Once
he was elected as Egypt’s
president in June 2012, he
issued a general pardon for
some of his fellow prisoners
who were in jail on murder
and terrorism charges. Pardoning them was a big mistake.
On Oct. 6, 1981, the anniversary of Egypt’s crossing

of the Suez canal, Egyptian
president Anwar al-Sadat
was assassinated by a group
of Islamists. Lieutenant
Khalid Islambouli emptied
his rifle onto Sadat’s body
with the help of Abbud alZumur, the founder of the
Egyptian Islamic Jihad,
which the United Nations
has labeled as an affiliate of
al-Qaeda.
The assassination came
after Omar Abdel-Rahman,
an Islamist, issued a fatwa
approving the assassination
after he, Israeli Prime Minister Menachem Begin and
United States President Jimmy Carter signed the Camp
David Peace Accords. The
Islamists saw believed Sadat deserved death because
he signed a peace agreement
with Jews, who are, in their
opinion, non-believers.
The assassination is
something that has remained
in the minds and hearts of
the Egyptian people for decades, much like the Kennedy assassination.
Shortly after Mohamed
Morsi was elected as the
first Islamic president in
Egypt, he received Abbud
Al-Zumur, one of the assassins of al-Sadat, in the pres-

Thumbs up / Thumbs down
New Year’s ball drop Getting older
Christmas Tree Watching ‘Glee’
Snow Shoveling
New Year’s Eve “Blue’s Clues”’ Steve
Santa Clause Elf indentured servitude

idential palace. This meant
two things to the Egyptian
people: One, the Muslim
Brotherhood is not that different from other bloody
Islamic trends. Two, Morsi
supports terrorism. The second was a bigger problem.
Morsi, then, selected an
Islamist from an Islamic
group that killed 55 tourists
in Luxor in 1997 to be the
governor of the same area
where the attack occurred.
That was a much bigger
blunder.
Luxor is one of the
most famous touristic destinations in the world; it
has more than third of the
world’s antiquities. The media, tourism laborers, public
opinion and the residents of
Luxor led massive protests
until Morsi named another
governor.
If leaders don’t have good
relations with media, every
single mistake they make is
magnified and often exaggerated. Mohamed Morsi
couldn’t build bridges with
the media and kept making
mistakes that were sometimes disastrous. So the result eventually was just one
year in office — one tough
year in office.

The attitudes and
views expressed
in the opinion
section are those
of their authors
only and do
not necessarily
represent the
views of
The Maine
Campus
or its staff.
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Pope Francis’ economic views do not
align with principles of Catholic faith
The Evangelii Gaudium
is the Catholic Church’s
equivalent of a political
party platform. For the first
time since ascending the
papacy, Pope Francis had
a chance to lay down his
epistemology in terms that,
though
straightforward,
have engendered controversy.
In his
exhortation to the
c h u r c h ’s
faithful,
Francis
first underscores the
urgency
of moving
the faith
back towards the
Christian
morality
outlaid in
the Gospels, and
then completely disregards
his own message.
In extremely derogatory
terms, Francis denounces
trickle-down
economics
and its adherents, saying
they express “a crude and
naïve trust in the goodness
of those wielding economic
power and in the sacralized
workings of the current
economic system.”
He claims the disenfranchised are left marginalized
and powerless by this system, that individuals allow
themselves to live under
the dominion of money and,
perhaps most egregiously,
states: “Not to share one’s
wealth with the poor is to
steal from them and to take
away their livelihood.”
But deep-seated belief
in the tenets of Catholicism, and more broadly, the
moral teachings of Christ,
and the capitalist mentality
are not mutually exclusive,
as Francis naively asserts.
Capitalism is a system
of volitional transactions
between individual actors.
The parables that comprise
Christ’s ministry, as out-

lined by the same Gospels,
which Catholic faith is
built upon, are an account
of individuals choosing to
act and interact depending
upon whether Christ’s message resonated with them
personally. There is no
force in either system, only
discretion.
As to the claim that rich

the only system that allows
the consumer, by giving
them free reign over what
products they purchase,
and thus endorse, to hold
producers accountable.
Besides, money is earned
through the application of
talent and ingenuity. It is
character strength applied.
Catholics believe that they
were created in the
image of
As to claim that rich
God and
individuals decisions to e n d o w e d
with cernot share their wealth
tain talents.
Capitaliswith the poor is a theft
tic transof their livelihood,
actions,
this is bizarre and
wherein
one plies
collectivistic.
his or her
abilities in
exchange
Katherine Revello
for compensation,
are individindividuals decisions to ual merit personified. Frannot share their wealth with cis’ interpretation, which
the poor is a theft of their rejects this idea, smacks of
livelihood, this is bizarre an omnipotent arrogance
and collectivistic. By Fran- that is wholly un-Christian.
Poor also means somecis’ telling, individuals are
powerless under the sen- thing more than pecunitient machinations of a ma- ary. There are the poor
levolent economy and those and downtrodden in spirit
who are supposedly exclud- that Christianity seeks to
ed from it are entitled to the serve. Francis’ interpretation, however, by placing
wealth of others.
But this view has no ba- the corporeal needs of the
sis in any of Christ’s teach- poor above all else, deleings, which hold each per- gitimizes the needs of other
son responsible for their members of the faithful.
Capitalism, and more
own actions. There is no
collective judgment. A col- specifically, trickle-down
lective is only formed by economics, empowers inthe coalescing of individu- dividuals by giving them
als around one point, which free reign to endorse the
means individuals have the values that are most in line
ability to change a major- with their personal beliefs.
Christ’s ministry focused
ity.
And this leads into the on this same sort of voliidea that capitalism is au- tion. He did not force anytonomous and overbearing. one to believe in him or folIt is not. In the free market, low him. He merely spoke
money is a value. Though it of right and wrong and
has a public value, individ- allowed others to choose
uals choosing to engage in whether they agreed. Notha particular transaction also ing is a better catalyst of
make discretionary judg- this than free market capiments regarding what they talism and trickle-down
consider to be of value. It is economic theory.

Affection, not material goods,
should be focus of holidays
It seems as if just yesterday it was 60 degrees
outside and everyone was
excited for a new year and
a new semester getting underway. In just one short
week, the semester will be
over. Finals will come and
go, giving us a well deserved winter break. I don’t
know about you, but I cannot wait another second.
During this stressful time,
however, we forget that the
holidays are already upon
us. Although some of us
may not be
religious,
celebrate
Christmas
or
Hanukkah, or even
care about
the holidays,
there is always a positive side to
this time of
year.
There are
plenty
of
things we do
in our daily
lives that are
trivial and pointless in the
long run, but that doesn’t
mean we can’t overcome
the
consumerism-driven
side of the holidays. Black
Friday is a perfect example
of something that is not
necessary in society. The
number of people who have
been injured or, worse,
killed trying to get the best
deals on meaningless stuff
cannot go unnoticed.
Dying for one’s country
is one thing, but dying for a
Tickle Me Elmo or a halfpriced big screen TV is just
ridiculous. Why can’t we
see through big business

and realize that it is just a
gimmick? Taking our hard
earned money is all that
the retail business is there
for and it’s time that it
stopped.
Big business has been
seen a lot in the news lately.
Walmart and McDonald’s,
the two biggest companies
in America, treat their employees like dirt and, on
days like Thanksgiving
when they should be home
with their families, force
them to work. We have lost

to the fact that we have each
other and, in the context of
this, having a new PlayStation means nothing.
The materialist mentality
is a thing of the past. This
month I want to challenge
you, my Black Bear brothers and sisters. We deserve
happiness and love. We can
give that with a hug, a kiss,
or even a pumpkin pie. I
don’t need anything material-wise for Christmas. I
just want my friends and
family around me. Isn’t
that what
we should
focus on
regardless
We have lost touch
of whether we bewith what the holidays
lieve
in
truly are for: being with Santa or
practice
family and friends and
any relishowing how much we
gion?
We are
care for each other.
going to
be passing
into yet
Antonio Adessi
another
year
—
2014. And
touch with what the holi- in this year, we will start
days truly are for: being yet another semester here at
with family and friends and UMaine. How do you want
showing how much we care to remember 2013? Do you
want to remember playing
for each other.
I know that most people Grand Theft Auto V for 36
aren’t religious anymore. straight hours or the memFor those who are, that’s orable time that you had
great! Some people need sharing your holiday with
something to live for, es- friends and family? I think
pecially when their lives that we can make a differare nowhere near perfect or ence in each other’s lives
happy. The holiday season, this holiday if we get closer,
though, does not need to be make new friends and tell
a religious war or take on a the old ones that we love
consumerist ideology. For and care for them. I believe
the sake of humanity, we in you UMaine; let’s have
can take back the holiday a wonderful, stress-free
season if we open our eyes break filled with love!
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Considering
Tolkein’s view of
Christmas
Seth Dorman
So far, all of Peter Jackson’s Tolkien-based films
have opened just before
Christmas. This upcoming Friday is no exception
— “The Hobbit: The Desolation of Smaug” is opening. I doubt the studio has
ever had many philosophical reasons for debuting the
movies at this time — financial considerations have
probably held highest priority — but nevertheless it
is the most appropriate time
of year for them; Tolkien
had a close relationship to
Christmas, both in cultural
and philosophical ways.
It is not his most popular
work, but every Christmas
from 1920-1942, Tolkien
wrote letters to his children
from “Father Christmas,”
placed them in envelopes
complete with self-designed
stamps from the North Pole,
and left them in the mailbox. After his death, these
letters were collected into a
short work, “Letters From
Father Christmas,” which
has become a classic work
of children’s Christmas literature.
However, it is “The Hobbit” and the “Lord of the
Rings” that have the closest
relationship with Christmas
— not an explicit or cultural one, but a philosophical one. This connection
is grounded in Tolkien’s
view of fairy-stories. He
was convinced that the best
fairy-stories have an ending that is neither tragic nor
comic, but one that appears
to be impossibly hopeless
that is suddenly intruded on
by joy.

To describe this, Tolkien
coined the term “eucatastrophe,” a sudden and unlooked-for turn from bad
to worse. “The good catastrophe, the sudden joyous
‘turn’ … is a sudden and
miraculous grace: never to
be counted on to recur. It
does not deny the existence
of dyscatastrophe, of sorrow and failure: the possibility of these is necessary
to the joy of deliverance; it
denies (in the face of much
evidence, if you will) universal final defeat and in so
far is evangelium, giving
a fleeting glimpse of Joy,
Joy beyond the walls of the
world, poignant as grief.”
It is this eucatastrophe
that Tolkien saw as the ultimate source of beauty in
his work — and this eucatastrophe which permeated
his view of Christmas. He
considered his sub-created
fairy-story a reflection of
the fairy-story of God: “The
Gospels contain a fairystory, or a story of a larger
kind which embraces all
the essence of fairy-stories.
They contain many marvels
— peculiarly artistic, beautiful, and moving: mythical
in their perfect, self-contained significance; and
among the marvels is the
greatest and most complete
conceivable eucatastrophe.
But this story has entered History and the primary world … The Birth of
Christ is the eucatastrophe
of Man’s history. The Resurrection is the eucatastrophe of the story of the Incarnation. The story begins
and ends in joy. It has pre-

eminently the ‘inner consistency of reality.’ There is
no tale ever told that men
would rather find was true,
and none which so many
skeptical men have accepted as true on its own merits. For the Art of it has the
supremely convincing tone
of Primary Art, that is, of
Creation. To reject it leads
either to sadness or wrath.”
He saw Christmas as the
eucatastrophe of history,
because in the Incarnation,
God becomes man, entering the world to bring real
life, reversing the Fall in
the Garden of Eden, suffering, dying, and rising again
to life. As the Gospel of
John recounts: “The Word
became flesh and dwelt
among us, and we have seen
his glory, glory as of the
only Son from the Father,
full of grace and truth.” It
is not too good to be true; it
is too good not to be.
To close with the words
of Tolkien, “It is not difficult to imagine the peculiar
excitement and joy that one
would feel, if any specially
beautiful fairy-story were
found to be ‘primarily’
true, its narrative to be history, without thereby necessarily losing the mythical
or allegorical significance
that it has possessed…The
Christian joy, the Gloria, is
of the same kind; but it is
pre-eminently…high and
joyous. But this story is
supreme; and it is true. Art
has been verified. God is
the Lord, of angels, and of
men—and of elves. Legend
and History have met and
fused.”
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UMSG
from A2

Association’s annual meeting from Jan. 10 to 13 at the
MGM Grand at Foxwoods
Resort Casino in Mashantucket, Conn.
According to the club’s
representative, last year’s
meeting, held in Buffalo,
hosted Buffalo Bills head certified athletic trainer Bud Carpenter. This year, Pittsburgh
Steelers head athletic trainer
John Norwig and University
of Pittsburgh associate AD of
Performance Team and head
athletic trainer Tony Salesi
are expected to make appearances.
Seven
undergraduates
are expected to attend; three
fewer than last year. The total expected cost of the trip is
$1,850 and alternative funding
includes: $500 from the Maine
Coaching Association, $240 in
club dues and $560 in registration dues.
The Executive Budgetary Committee gave all three
resolutions an 8-0-0 “ought to
pass” recommendation before
they reached the GSS floor.
In an effort to congratulate
UMSG, Inc. office employees
for their work, Student Government continued an annual
tradition of providing them
with holiday bonuses.
Assistant to the Financial
Affairs Office Amy Grant, assistant to the Vice President of

Financial Affairs Susan Poll
and Senate Administrative
Aide Susan D’Angelo will receive a portion of the allocated
$1,836.88, a total that’s $241
more than last year’s holiday
bonus resolution.
The resolution reads: “The
professional staff group is an
amazing group of people who
do tremendous work for the
Student Body that is largely
not seen by most people including Senators.”
Executive Budgetary Committee gave the resolution an
8-0-0 “ought to pass” recommendation before it reached
the GSS floor.
UMaine Swim Club granted final recognition; NAfME,
SASO earn prelim
UMaine Swim Club granted final recognition from the
GSS during the Dec. 3 meeting. The organization was
granted preliminary recognition last spring.
Club president Christine
Reynolds spoke on behalf of
the group, explaining various
fundraisers planned for next
semester
According to Reynolds,
UMaine Swim Club is offered
pool time by the university at
$25 per practice. Practices are
generally held shortly after the
varsity team trains.
The club operates underneath Campus Recreation.
UMaine Swim Club received a 5-0-0 “ought to pass”
recommendation from the
Student Organizations Committee prior to coming before
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the GSS.
The National Association
for Music Education, collegiate chapter No. 175, was
granted preliminary recognition during the Dec. 3 meeting.
Club President Wesley
Raines, a third-year music
education student, spoke on
behalf of the organization.
“There are certain things
that we [students] don’t get to
go over in our four years here,”
Raines said. “This association

to “get more Saudi students
active around campus.”
The club operates under
the Office of Multicultural
Student Life.
SASO received a 4-0-0
“ought to pass” recommendation from SOC prior to coming before the GSS.
Dressage Club, Woodsmen’s Team present
The Dressage Club and
Woodsmen’s Team presented
to the GSS on recent competitions during the Dec. 3 meet-

“There are certain things that we
[students] don’t get to go over in our four
years here. This association bridges the gap.”
Wesley Raines
Club President,
The National Association for Music Education
bridges the gap.”
Reigns plans on using
NAfME to promote music
education at local high schools
to combat an ongoing increase
in art-related programs being
“victims of budget cuts.”
NAfME received a 5-0-0
“ought to pass” recommendation from SOC prior to coming before the GSS.
The Saudi Arabian Student
Organizations was also granted preliminary recognition.
According to the organization’s president, the group
started last year in an effort to
“get more involved in social
events at the university” and

ing, thanking Student Government for prior financial help.
Fourth-year student and
club Vice President Casie
James spoke on behalf of the
Dressage Club, explaining
how the organization’s four
Fall 2013 shows went.
The Dressage Club faced
off against teams in Orono, in
Providence, R.I. at Johnson &
Wales University and twice in
Durham, N.H. at the University of New Hampshire.
According to James, the
team was “reserve champion”
of the show in Providence,
and of the team’s first-year
riders took higher than second

place in all four shows, most
likely punching her a ticket
to nationals in Virginia, thus
making her the first rider to
ever complete the feat in club
history.
The Dressage Club received $1,189 from UMSG on
Sept. 24 for “hotels and vehicle rentals” in preparation for
the four horse shows.
Fourth-year student Nicole
Whitney spoke on behalf of
the Woodsmen’s Team.
The Woodsmen’s Team had
three competitions during the
Fall 2013 semester, taking on
competitors in Unity, Durham,
N.H. and New Brunswick,
Canada. It received $1,600
from UMSG on Sept. 17 for
“entry fees and hotels [during]
their fall 2013 season.”
Flaherty, Cosgrove speak
In an effort to raise awareness for last Saturday’s NCAA
playoff football game, associate AD for Compliance and
Senior Women Administrator Eileen Flaherty and head
coach of UMaine’s football
team Jack Cosgrove spoke
to the GSS during the Dec. 3
meeting.
“I’m very excited to be
here … we’re on the verge of a
very exciting game,” Cosgrove
said. “I’ve worked here for 26
years … came from Boston …
I’ve never had an opportunity
like this before.”
Flaherty announced that
UMaine’s Division of Student
Affairs, in conjunction with the
Office of the President, would

be covering all ticket expenses
on behalf of all students. In
addition, Flaherty said the first
1,000 students would receive
$5 vouchers toward concessions.
UMaine lost to the University of New Hampshire on Saturday, 41-27, thus eliminating
them from the NCAA Football
Championship Subdivision
(FCS) postseason.
DOC job description edited;
exec reports
Sections six and eight of
UMSG’s Director of Communications’ job description were
eliminated by the GSS during
the Dec. 2 meeting.
Updyke presented the resolution, saying, “Section six is
redundant … ‘Webmaster’
does not exist … and section
eight because [the DOC] does
not have to attend Student Entertainment meetings.”
Chelsea Gillies, the current
DOC, was aware of the potential change before the GSS’
vote, according to the resolution.
During his executive report,
Updyke issued the Presentation of Financial Statements to
GSS members.
Updyke also listed allocations under $1,000: $400 to
both Panhellenic Council and
Interfraternity Council.
During his executive report, Vice President for Student Organizations William
“Nick” Smith said, at this time,
UMSG and UMaine plan on
renewing OrgSync.
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17: Iceage, “You’re Nothing”

7: Kurt Vile, “Wakin on a Pretty Daze”

Uncompromising and angry as hell, this Danish hardcore
band’s sophomore album exceeds their debut in almost every respect. The production is raw and cacophonic and vocalist Elias Bender Rønnenfelt sounds like a man possessed
by demons… in short, it’s everything a good hardcore album
should sound like. This album also finds Iceage expanding
their sonic palette: the rapid fire riffs after the chorus of
“In Haze” and the strange martial rhythm of “Morals” show
display their songwriting chops. -DS

In the age of short attention spans where it’s rare to go a
minute without checking our phones to see the innocuous comments and pictures of lunch friends are posting
on social media sites, it’s a bold move to begin a record
with a 10-minute song. Kurt Vile isn’t that crazy: albumopener “Wakin on a Pretty Day” is only 9-and-a-half
minutes long. It may seem insane, but it’s a completely
logical move: it’s the best song on the album and indicative of what’s to come: a chilled-out hour of light rock
that’s anything but light on adventure and intrigue. -DR

16: Deerhunter, “Monomania”
Deerhunter’s trademark mellowness takes a backseat
to gruff, old-fashioned rock music on their latest LP. The
guitars are often loud and aggressive, and lead singer
Bradford Cox’s vocals are muffled and distorted throughout. Songs like “Monomania,” “Dream Captain” and the
album’s best cut, “Back To The Middle,” find the band
letting loose, dropping some of their artsier ambitions
and having fun. -DS
15: Foals, “Holy Fire”
“Total Life Forever,” Foals’ 2010 album, gave the group a
lot to live up to: it was a critical smash and “Spanish Sahara”
was named song of the year by NME. Foals revamped and
returned with a slightly edgier vibe, working in crunchier
guitar while retaining their idiosyncratic, dance-ready indie
rock. -DR

14: Deltron 3030, “Event II”
It’s been 13 long years, but at last, Deltron 3030’s
second album has arrived. Not only does it live up to its
predecessor, but it surpasses it tenfold. Del The Funky
Homosapien and Dan the Automator are in top form,
with Del’s unique drawl and Dan’s perfect production
guiding the second part of a story set in a dystopian
future. -DR

13: Arcade Fire, “Reflektor”
Arcade Fire swung for the fences on “Reflektor,” and for the
most part, succeeded admirably. The ambitious Canadian
band added new influences to their stadium-ready indie rock
by bringing on LCD Soundsystem’s James Murphy to help
produce the album. Murphy’s presence, combined with frontman Win Butler’s newfound affection for Haitian-influenced
rhythms, makes this the most danceable Arcade Fire album
to date. Highlights include the title track and the epic onetwo punch of “Awful Sound” and “It’s Never Over.” -DS
12: Jay Z, “Magna Carta... Holy Grail”
Jay Z is probably the most consistent rapper out there.
Everything he creates is great and “Magna Carta…Holy
Grail” is no exception. The album sounds more of a
sequel to “Watch the Throne” instead of a solo Jay Z
record, but that does not make it any less good. The
best track is a collaboration with former rival Nas, titled
“BBC.” The album also has a song that features the late
Notorious B.I.G., which offers an amazing dynamic. -JD
11: Local Natives, “Hummingbird”
Local Natives were criticized early on for being part of the indie folk movement that was en vogue in the late 2000’s, being
lumped in with groups like Fleet Foxes and other beard-having,
acoustic guitar-touting mountain men. On “Hummingbird,”
there are still hints of that style in their soaring vocal harmonies,
but beyond that, they’ve carved out a sound that’s their own. One
of the most consistent albums of the year, highlights include the
melodramatic opener “You & I” and “Ceilings,” which should
be in contention for the prettiest tune of the year. -DR
10: Foxygen, “We Are the 21st Century Ambassadors of Peace & Magic”
Armed with an array of melodies that recall the spirit
of the late 60s and a penchant for crazy stage antics
(courtesy of frontman, Sam France), Foxygen’s delivered
a debut LP that proved one of the most refreshing releases of the year. The territory they cover in their music has
been well tread, but they perform these songs with such
earnestness and intensity that the band never comes off
as mere imitators. The album builds on their previous EP,
“Take The Kids Off Broadway”, with some slicker songwriting and more refined production. Highlights include
the breathtaking “On Blue Mountain” (with a subtle melodic nod to Elvis Presley’s “Suspicious Minds”) and the
MGMTesque Shuggie, featuring one of the year’s most
memorable melodies. And Sam France takes a memorable jab at New York hipsters in “No Destruction” when
he declares, “There’s no need to be an asshole/You’re not
in Brooklyn any more.” -DS
9: Julia Holter, “Loud City Song”
Holter’s third album doesn’t aim for immediately earcatching hooks. Instead, its songs grow subtly with their
slow, stately atmospherics, letting their melodies gradually
reveal themselves. “Loud City Song” is loosely based on
the musical “GiGi,” but the lyrics are abstract and largely
up for interpretation. Holter acts as a passive, detached
narrator on several songs, coolly observing the behavior
of a cafe’s patrons in “Maxim’s I” and declaring “there’s
a humor in the way they walk” on “In The Green Wild.”
Musical highlights include the two part “Maxim’s,” and
the haunting “Hello Stranger,” a cover of Barbara Lewis’s
classic R&B tune. Holter transforms Lewis’s tune into
something transcendently beautiful by slowing the tempo down to a crawl and layering the track with reverbed
violins, rendering it almost unrecognizable. “Loud City
Song” is a minor masterpiece, a quirky album that showcases Holter’s unique songwriting skills. -DS
8: Pearl Jam, “Lightning Bolt”
Pearl Jam’s latest record is a slight depart from the experimental new wave style of their previous album “Backspacer.”
The album draws similarities with lead singer Eddie Vedder’s
solo efforts, so the songs are, for the most part, tamer in sound.
This is not early ’90s Pearl Jam. Even though the album is
different, it is quite good: it contains “Sirens,” one of the best
songs Pearl Jam has ever written. After all these years, Pearl
Jam is still growing as a band, and the results are fantastic. -JD

6: Eminem, “The Marshall Mathers LP 2”
Eminem has finally released an album that lives
up to the expectations. “The Marshall Mathers LP 2”
shows Eminem going back to the hard-hitting rhymes
featured on his earlier records. The album also shows
how Eminem has matured over the years. One track
that sticks out in particular as a highlight of the album
is “Headlights,” which features Nate Reuss of fun. and
offers an apology to his infamous mother. With tracks
like “Rap God,” where he spits out 97 words in a mere
15 seconds during one stretch, Eminem has proved that
he is on top of his game. -JD
5: My Bloody Valentine, “mbv”
My Bloody Valentine’s third album, “mbv,” is the band’s
first release in over twenty years, but they haven’t
skipped a beat. When the woozy guitars and muffled
vocals of opening track “She Found Now” come drifting out of your speakers, it feels like being transported
back in time to the early ’90s. And it makes sense: many
of these songs were written shortly after the band released their 1991 opus, “Loveless,” and have been in
gestation ever since. Stylistically similar to the songs
on “Loveless,” the tracks on “mbv” assault the listener
with disorienting guitars, warped with all kinds of reverb, tremolo and distortion. This is an album that is
best appreciated through headphones, because many of
its sonic tricks only reveal themselves subtly. The band
pushes out of its comfort zone on a few tracks, most
notably “New You,” with its pulsing, Stereolab-esque
drumbeat, and “Nothing Is,” which almost sounds like
a “Lightning Bolt” outtake. The album reaches its delirious peak on “Who Sees You,” a stunning shoegaze
masterpiece. It kind of makes you wonder how many
other gems frontman Kevin Shield has been hiding up
his sleeve for the last two decades. -DS
4: Phoenix, “Bankrupt!”
In 2009, it was tough to find anything catchier and
more infectious than “1901” or “Lisztomania,” even
on pop radio. It’s been four years since those songs
came out on 2009’s “Wolfgang Amadeus Phoenix,”
the group’s fourth record. “Bankrupt!” dominated the
musical zeitgeist upon its release this April, probably because it didn’t stray too far from the winning
formula of its predecessor. The style is similar, with
maybe a couple new tricks thrown into the mix, but
even the pacing is almost the same, with a longer,
building track around the middle of the tracklist. While
this lack of change could cause complaints, you don’t
see Nabisco changing the recipe for the Oreo. It’s a
staple in American snacking that has it figured out. The
same principle applies to Phoenix. -DR
3: Vampire Weekend, “Modern Vampires of the
City”
Vampire Weekend are hard to pin down. In their selftitled 2008 album, they emerged with an interesting
blend of indie pop and African percussion that gave
them an aura of pretentiousness. Their seemingly dismissive or condescending tone during interviews and
other public appearances seems to reinforce that view,
that of Ezra Koenig and company sitting on their parents’ yacht with boat shoes, imported wine and some album you’ve never heard of playing in the background.
Like any celebrity, it’s impossible to tell if that’s actually what they’re about, but what they have proven
is their creative spirit cannot be tamed. “Modern Vampires of the City” is unconventional and exotic, yet instantly catchy and sing-along ready. Their latest effort
allowed Vampire Weekend to make the leap to not just
indie superstardom, but universal recognition: It debuted at No. 1 in the US and Rolling Stone named it the
album of the year. At this point, it’d be hard to protest
if Koenig stepped to my girl. He can have whatever he
wants. -DR
2: Daft Punk, “Random Access Memories”
Anchored by the ubiquitious (and brilliant) hit
single “Get Lucky,” Daft Punk’s latest made a great
deal of noise when it was released this summer.
Returning from a long hiatus, the two masked Frenchmen brought on a vast and diverse list of collaborators
to work with on their fourth album, and as a result,
“Random Access Memories” challenges “Discovery”
as the duo’s finest work. Pharell Williams, Nile Rodgers, Panda Bear, Julian Casablancas, and the legendary
Giorgio Moroder all have guest spots, and their collective efforts make this album encyclopedic in its scope.
As always, Daft Punk’s music is exceedingly danceable: tracks like opener “Give Life Back To Music”
and the fittingly titled “Lose Yourself To Dance” are
almost impossible not to groove to. But the album’s
finest cut is “Giorgio By Moroder” a ten-minute pop
symphony. The song builds and builds on a menacing rhythm and moves into orchestral territory before
culminating in a phenomenal guitar workout.
1: Kanye West, “Yeezus:
Kanye West is the biggest megalomaniac this side of
Jonestown. Rarely does an artist emerge who is as out of
touch with reality as Kanye is. While his outrageous ego
has rendered him a pop culture punchline, it also led him
to “Yeezus,” the larger-than-life record that is the best of
2013. Ignore the awful, Kardashian-assisted video for
“Bound 2.” Ignore the constant flood of quotes in which
Kanye claims himself to be nothing short of a second
coming of God. Punishing bass, deafening hubris and
wild mood swings define the 40-minute journey through
the overinflated head of the most important person to
ever exist — according to him, anyway. Kanye’s ambition is far loftier than anybody else would dare have
theirs. With “Yeezus,” Kanye proves that sometimes his
bite can measure up to all his barking. -DR

Image credits: 1: Def Jam; 2, 18: Columbia; 3: XL; 4, 23: Glassnote; 5: m b v; 6: Interscope; 7, 17: Matador; 8: Republic; 9, 19: Domino; 10: Jagjaguwar; 11: Frenchkiss Records;
12, 20: Universal; 13: Merge; 14: Bulk Recordings; 15: Transgressive; 16, 21: 4AD; 22: Polydor; 24: Sacred Bones Records; 25: Dead Oceans Records
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Album Review:
Tom Stoppard,
‘Darkside’
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Film Review:
‘Thor: The Dark World’
Superhero flick visually great, but lacking in delivery

Playwright gives interesting take on Pink Floyd classic
Kyle Hadyniak   

For The Maine Campus
While far from the orthodox music scene, British
playwright Tom Stoppard’s
radio dramatization of Pink
Floyd’s 1973 “The Dark Side
of the Moon” is a deeply
thoughtful, intellectual telling of the classic album.
Billed as a celebration of
the album’s 40th anniversary, “Darkside” accomplishes
this in fine form. It may be
too confusing for some, but
those who power through
this hour-long drama will
find that “Darkside” is every
bit as thoughtful, psychedelic
and creative as Pink Floyd’s
classic album.
“Darkside,” like the album, begins with the song
“Breathe.” In this opening
piece, Stoppard sets the morally-philosophical scene with
a dilemma: a train is about
to derail, so the figurative
“Ethics Man” saves the passengers. Afterwards, a little
boy is stuck on the tracks,
but Ethics Man does not save
him. The narrator then poses
the question, “Did Ethics
Man do the right thing?” The
opening chords of “Breathe”
then play to a chilling effect.
So begins the hour-long morality-focused drama.
Appropriately, “The Dark
Side of the Moon” is the
perfect album to base such
a theme on. Roger Waters’
lyrics deal with greed, mortality, humanity and conflict,
and the script of “Darkside” reflects these timeless
themes. Between the spoken
segments of the play, voiced
by Bill Nighy, Amaka Okafor
and Peter Marinker, among
others, Pink Floyd’s music
plays as an accompaniment
to the drama.
Most of David Gilmour’s
solos are placed at vital moments in the script, creating
a powerful musical interlude,
and Roger Waters’ everlasting lyrics seemingly correspond to the drama. Overall,
the two forces mesh well,
and the story they tell is fascinating.
The actors themselves
do an admirable job telling

Walt Disney Studios
Parlophone
Stoppard’s story. Characters
in “Darkside” symbolize
different themes and stereotypes that mirror the album,
and references to “The Wizard of Oz,” “Terminator 2,”
“Casablanca” and “Spartacus” demonstrates the play’s
referential, even comedic,
aspects. Like Pink Floyd,
Stoppard’s writing does an
excellent job of holding a
mirror up to certain themes
and facets of humanity;
“Darkside” certainly is an
album one must pay close attention to.
Oddly, there are some
original musical moments
in “The Dark Side of the
Moon” that take a backseat
to the drama. Gilmour’s famous “Money” solo is overshadowed by the plot, an odd
decision considering that
other solos, such as those in
“Time” and “The Great Gig
in the Sky,” are front and
center. However, considering that Stoppard received
David Gilmour’s blessing to
do this, this oddity is easily
forgiven.
While the play itself is
enjoyable throughout, there
are particular stand-out moments. The intro to “Us and
Them” is superimposed with
one of the characters echoing
“Sleep now” — a relaxing,
somewhat chilling effect that
fits perfectly with the song.

Likewise, the moments
leading up to the vocal solo
in “The Great Gig in the Sky”
see a character pondering the
idea of “thought games,”
a mental representation of
morality and humanity. This
song’s sudden burst of vocal
improvisation fits perfectly
with this theme.
In the end, “Darkside”
is an album wildly different
than other modern albums.
The radio play format may be
uninteresting to some, opting
instead for the straightforward musical nature of “The
Dark Side of the Moon.”
Therefore, those who listen
to “Darkside” must know
what to expect. This is not
a reimagining of “The Dark
Side of the Moon,” per se.
The original music is still intact, merely accompanied by
a stimulating, conceptuallysimilar script.
One must dedicate time
and thought when listening
to “Darkside” in order to
fully understand Stoppard’s
message. While this album
certainly fits in with a niche
crowd, the time and effort analyzing and enjoying
“Darkside” is worth it.

Grade: A-

Open up to new music
experiences in 2014
Column
It may feel a bit premature for this conversation,
but New Year’s Eve is only
a couple weeks away, so
maybe it is time to talk about
trying to better yourself by
setting
N e w
Ye a r ’ s
resolut i o n s
that you
promise
you’ll
s t i c k
with.
G o
a h e a d How I Hear It
By Derrick
and lose
Rossignol
s o m e
weight,
spend
some more time at the library or start that novel
you’ve been writing in your
head. That’s all good, but
this is also a great opportunity to expand your musical
horizons in many ways.
What do I mean? More
often than not, one of the
main points of this column is to expose people to
sounds they may not have
heard otherwise. Experiencing new music is definitely
part of what I mean, but it
goes deeper than that.
I’ve taken the liberty
of kickstarting your list of
musical New Year’s resolu-

tions with a few that I’ve
either observed in the past
of am going to in the future.
First:
Don’t hate pop music
just because it’s pop music
When I am not busy trying to provide the University of Maine student body
with the best possible student newspaper — along
with my great staff, of
course — I work another
job that involves working behind a desk, dealing
with people and forcibly
listening to the pop radio
that plays over the speakers for the duration of my
shift, every shift.
I’ve heard Demi Lovato’s “Heart Attack” more
times that I can or would
care to count. The experience has given me a more
negative view of the state
of pop music than I already
had. Before, I was able
to ignore it and be blissfully unaware of what One
Direction’s new song is.
Now, it’s pounded into my
face on a near-daily basis...
which isn’t an entirely bad
thing.
As a fan of music more
indie and alternative than
Z107.3 tends to play, my
taste doesn’t often coincide with what’s big at
the moment. It sometimes
does, though: “Applause”

Kyle Hadyniak  

For The Maine Campus
“Thor: The Dark World”
had a lot to live up to following the enormous success of
“The Avengers.” Unfortunately, Thor’s second outing
is lacking in several key areas that prevent it from being a great superhero movie.
While “The Dark World”
does some things right, its
cons hamper the movie, ultimately disappointing audience members who expected
Avengers-like quality.
One could argue it isn’t
fair to judge “The Dark
World” against the merits
of “The Avengers,” but even
a comparison to the first
“Thor” movie shows this
sequel is lacking. There are
two main flaws to “The Dark
World”: acting and writing. However, fans will be
pleased to know that “The
Dark World” does succeed
in offering a visual feast,
along with offering a couple
of fanservice moments sure
to leave the audience satisfied.
Firstly, “The Dark World”
is void of any standout acting. Specifically, Natalie
Portman simply lacks any
charisma, believability or
chemistry with her opposite.
Her delivery is flat, even in
action scenes, and there is
no emotion in poignant sections. It is hard to engross
yourself in one of “Thor”’s
excellent action scenes
when suddenly the tension
is taken away by lackluster
delivery.
Chris Hemsworth as the
title character is only slightly better, but his constantly

by Lady Gaga and Justin
Timberlake’s “Suit and Tie”
are a couple tunes from the
past few months I really
enjoyed, songs I would not
have heard if I let my stigma
against pop get in the way.
Pop is cheap, easily digestible and not enough to
get by on, but every now
and then, bits of it are
worthwhile, so don’t phase
it out completely.

tance allowed me to revisit
metal bands like Baroness
and Mastodon that had previously been recommended
to me by my cousin, which
I liked a lot more this time
around.
Whatever genre serves as
your hardcore, try to branch
out into it. You might be
pleasantly surprised and
make yourself a more informed music consumer.

Give metal and hardcore music a chance
Speaking of branching
out and defeating stigmas,
the past few months, I’ve
become increasingly interested in metal and hardcore
music, two genres I had
previously deemed unlistenable. They’re just fastpaced noise with testosterone-fueled men shouting
over them, right?
Nah, that’s not quite the
case. My roommate is into
hardcore music, bands like
Confide and Of Mice and
Men. He’s also into playing
music loudly in the apartment, more often than not
opting to blast some hardcore jams. I put up with it
at first, then there was one
day when I was looking for
something more intense and
it fit the bill. I got past the
“ridiculous” screaming and
saw it for what it is: just another form of singing.
This newfound accep-

Buy more music
It’s insanely easy to get
almost whatever album or
song you want for free via
torrents or other illegitimate
means, or to stream them
with services like Spotify.
Both of these methods are
not great for the financial
well-being of the artists,
however, so do your part
and help these people remain financially viable and
able to stay in the business.
I’ve downloaded and
will likely continue to
download my share of free
music, but over the past
couple years, I’ve started
to buy more CDs. I made
an iTunes playlist the other
day consisting of the music
I legally own, and it constituted about a fifth of my
library, a tremendous step
up for the zero fifths it was
at a few years ago. Plus, it’s
nice to have a physical copy
of an album, so you can flip
through the liner notes and

macho delivery wears out its
welcome during romantic or
emotional scenes. Other
actors, such as Anthony
Hopkins and Christopher
Eccleston, put on decent
performances, but nothing
to write home about.
The other major flaw is
the screenplay. Like the acting, “The Dark World” has
a serviceable script, at best.
The brotherly banter between Thor and Loki is cliché, and lacks the intended
comedic effect. Likewise,
opponent banter lacks wit
or creativity, making each
such encounter a brief,
groan-worthy prelude to
the excellent action scenes.
To the script’s credit, the
story moves along quickly,
preventing the movie from
dragging. Also, the editing
is good enough to highlight
the few well-written moments.
Comedically, “The Dark
World” does include some
effective moments. Some
of these come in fan-service
instants, such as a cameo by
Stan Lee and Captain America. Others, like Thor getting
on a subway to return to battle, or the impromptu love
story between Darcy and her
intern, are not forced and integrated well in the action,
creating a quick, effective
break in the otherwise dark
plot.
Unexpectedly,
“The
Dark World” features some
amazing CGI work. Thor’s
home of Asgard is rendered
beautifully, and large-scale
battle scenes feature crisp
and flashy weapon effects
and explosions. Particularly,
the Dark Elves designs are

fully-realized and lifelike,
lending credibility to the
threat they pose. Asgardian
ships are equally impressive in detail, further realizing this particular section of
Marvel’s universe.
However, it should be
noted that when viewed
in 3D, some of the backgrounds look disjointed
from the foreground, a distracting effect that is likely
remedied by viewing the
movie in 2D. Otherwise,
3D doesn’t lend any notable
“wow” moments, making its
addition feel unnecessary.
Save yourself some money
and see this movie in 2D.
“The Dark World” is a
decent superhero movie and
nothing more. As a side-story to “The Avengers” storyline, it is effective in creating
a shared sense of continuity,
which is always nice to see.
Several references to the climactic battle in New York
from “The Avengers” and
the aforementioned appearance of Captain America solidifies this point.
As a standalone movie,
one would think one of the
Avengers deserves a better
outing. With that said, “The
Dark World” offers a mostly enjoyable 2-hour romp
thanks to excellent visuals
and comedically-sprinkled
script. If the next “Thor”
movie can improve the
leads’ acting and the script,
Thor could finally get the
movie worthy of an “Avengers” character.

play it in the car.

Yuletide

Make music, even if
you don’t know how
Music is art, and art
can be made by anybody.
Therefore, anybody can
make music. Not anybody
can make good music, but
the act of making music of
any quality is easy. It can be
as simple as layering synths
on top of each other in GarageBand and making an
ambient song, then working up to songs with rhythm
and different sections once
you get more comfortable.
I’m not a musician, but
that’s exactly what I did and
now, I make a bunch structured experimental electronic music. I don’t know
if it’s any good — well, I
think it’s OK — but I have
a lot of fun making it. Don’t
be intimidated and you can,
too.
Watch all of R. Kelly’s
“Trapped in the Closet”
I’ll give him a pass because of “Ignition,” but the
series of “Trapped in the
Closet” songs and accompanying videos is one of the
worst things made by a talented artist. And it’s an absolute must-watch. Most of
them are available on YouTube, so blow an afternoon
on an extremely entertaining and awful audiovisual
experience.

Grade: C
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German Requiem.” It was
interesting to listen to and
definitely a unique song.
The last individual singing group was the University Singers, who sang “Alma
Redemptoris Mater” and
“Stars I Shall Find.” The
first song was a little slow,
but the second song was
pretty and nice to listen to.
The last part of the concert combined all of the
choirs together. Over 200
singers were on stage and
sang classic carols such as
“O Come All Ye Faithful,”
“The First Noel,” “Joy to
the World” and “Angels We
Have Heard on High.”
During the first song,
“Still, Still, Still,” the auditorium went dark and the
stage was lit by flickering
candles. This made the song
extra special to watch.
The best part of the concert was the last portion
where everyone together
sang classics everyone
knows and loves. Everyone
sounded great together, and
it was cool to see all of these
singers come together to
sing for the holiday season.
The Yuletide Concert was
a perfect way for the community to come together and
get into the holiday spirit by
listening to traditional and
classic songs.
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Turtle Island Quartet, Tierney Wintz and Kaminski
read poetry for
Sutton celebrate holidays
New Writing Series
Danielle Walczak
Staff Writer

The two-time Grammy
Award-winning Turtle Island
Quartet with special guest
Tierney Sutton celebrated
the solstice and “Festival of
Lights” in their performance
Saturday night at the Collins
Center for the Arts.
The
California-based
string quartet joined forces
with jazz vocalist Sutton
to celebrate many holiday
traditions and the Festival
of Lights, representing different cultures including
Jewish and Hindu practices
through song.
“It’s purely about a party
— a really fun party,” David
Balakrishnan, the group’s
creator, violinist and baritone violinist, said in an
interview. “It’s a celebration that is there for a good
reason. Jazz, having fun, we
love to play together.”
The performance featured songs from John Coltrane’s “Love Supreme,”
Vince Guaraldi’s “A Charlie
Brown Christmas” and Joni
Mitchell.
During the show Sutton,

a 5-time Grammy Award
nominee announced her
most recent album, “After
Blue,” a compilation of her
own renditions of Mitchell’s
songs with musical help
from TIQ, was nominated
for another Grammy Award
for best jazz album.
Balakrishnan and Sutton
agreed it was a natural transition for the two entities to
work together on Solstice
Celebration.
“It’s about finding the
right chemistry and finding
the chemistry that wouldn’t
be predictable,” said Balakrishnan, who said Sutton
is committed to being part of
a “team of players.”
“It’s like she’s a fifth instrument; not many jazz
singers can operate on that
level,” Balakrishnan said.
The center of the performance focused on Mitchell
pieces such as “Little Green.”
A song Sutton contended to
be “the most important Joni
Mitchell song ever.”
“No one’s argued with
me yet,” Sutton said of the
song Mitchell wrote regarding giving up her child for
adoption.

The performance featured creative renditions of
a variety of classics like “Silent Night,” “The Beatles,”
“Within You Without You”
and Bob Dylan’s “All Along
the Watchtower,” made famous by Jimi Hendrix.
Cello player Mark Summer introduced TIQ’s version of the Jewish classic
“Oh Chanukah” as “Rio de
Janeiro–style.”
Next came a song from
the Bollywood tradition
which in translation means,
“You light the lamp of the
person next to you until the
whole world is lit and we
can join together,” according to Balakrishnan.
The quartet also includes
violinist Mateusz Smoczynski and Benjamin Von
Gutzeit on viola.
The performance closed
with Smoczynski’s piece
“Bouncing with Bud” a
celebration of Bud Powell
the jazz pianist. The group
then returned for an encore
of “Charlie Brown’s Christmas.”
The TIQ was praised
by Yo-Yo Ma as “a unified
voice that truly breaks new-

ground-authentic and passionate-a reflection of some
of the most creative musicmaking today.”
“I think the TIQ strives to
be something outside of the
tradition of string quartets
— and they accomplish this
surely,” Sutton said.
“I also hope to use my
voice in a way that is different from other singers — my
approach is often more instrumental. So I think this
has made this collaboration
especially satisfying,” she
said in an interview with
The Maine Campus.
Balakrishnan hopes that
college-age musicians can
find a place where they can
hone their skills without the
interruptions of technology.
“To find a place you can focus down hard in and get to
the nitty-gritty, that’s what is
all about, without the distractions,” he said. “Being able
to learn elements of style of
one area. Don’t forget that
part. When you’re out of
college, having a place you
can live in, you can hear all
these different things coming at you and make sense of
them.”

Yuletide Concert gathers musical
community in celebration
Jocelyn Nerney

For The Maine Campus
On Sunday, Dec. 8 the
Yuletide Concert was held
at the Collins Center of the
Arts, bringing together students and local community
members to celebrate the
holiday season.
Choirs from UMaine
consisting of students and
community members performed holiday classics and
traditional songs. Tickets
cost $12 and student admission was free with a Mainecard.
The Collegiate Chorale,
Athena Consort, Euphony,
Black Bear Men’s Chorus,
Oratorio Society and University Singers each performed songs as well as
all singing several classic
Christmas songs together at
the end of the show.
Many people attended
the concert to celebrate the
holiday season. Some came

to support friends or the performing arts. The first group
that performed was the Collegiate Chorale. They sang
“I Heard the Bells on Christmas Day” and “Birds At
Winter Nightfall.” The choir
did a good job singing. The
songs were pretty and their
voices sounded pleasant all
together.
The second group was
Athena Consort, and they
sang “Mi Zeh Hidlik,”
“What Sweeter Music,” and
“This Little Babe” from A
Ceremony of Carols. The
first song was a Jewish folk
melody about Hanukkah. It
was an interesting song and
it was nice to see a different
kind of holiday song performed.
The soloist on the second
song did a nice job. She had
an excellent voice for the
song. The third song was
about how the babe Jesus
came to fight the evils of the
world. The song was enjoy-

able, but at some points it
was hard to understand what
they were singing.
The next group that sang
was Euphony. They sang
“A Spotless Rose,” “Sing
We Now of Christmas” and
“Hark.” The first song was
traditional, but it sounded
good.
The second song was a
familiar holiday song, and
they did well with their rendition of it. The last song
combined elements of the
song “Hark the Herald Angels Sing,” and it was a
unique song. It was neat to
hear parts of a classic song
mixed in.
After Euphony was the
Black Bear Men’s Chorus.
They sang “Hine Ma Tov,”
“The Awakening” and a
shortened version of “The
Twelve Days of Christmas.”
The chorus had a lot of
voices that did well singing
all of the songs. The second
song was not a holiday song,

Rappers turn into cowboys
in ‘Big Money Rustlas’
Column
It is not uncommon for rappers to appear in films. Snoop
Dogg has been in many, such
as “Soul Plane” and “Starsky
and Hutch.” Eminem starred
in the
Acade m y
Aw a r d
winning
film “8
Mile.”
N o n e
of these
movies
compare
Netflix
to the
Theatre
ridicuBy Josh Deakin
lousness
that is
“ B i g
Money Rustlas.”
“Big Money Rustlas” features the talents of rappers
found on the Psychopathic
Records label. This includes
Violent J and Shaggy 2 Dope
of Insane Clown Posse as
well as Monoxide, Jamie Madrox, Boondox and Blaze Ya
Dead Homie. Oddly enough,
it also features the acting talents of Jason Mewes, who
played the iconic Jay of “Jay
and Silent Bob.”
The film is a Western and
is about a man named Sugar

Wolf, played by Shaggy 2
Dope, who returns home after
being away only to see that
the town is now under the
control of Big Baby Chips,
played by Violent J. Big
Baby Chips is essentially an
Old West mob boss. He’s the
crime kingpin of the area.
This just won’t do for
Sugar Wolf, so he decides to
clean up the town himself.
The first step in taking the
town back is taking over as
acting sheriff. The current
sheriff is perfectly OK with
this and willingly hands over
his badge. The sheriff in turn
becomes Sugar Wolf’s deputy and is sent on an errand
for chili. This is not just any
chili, however: this chili is
in New York City. The sheriff-turned-deputy departs the
town and is shown throughout the film searching for the
chili.
Meanwhile, Sugar Wolf
takes on a jailhouse guard, a
man named Bucky played by
Jason Mewes. Bucky is constantly in fear of getting shot
and even has a catchphrase:
“Oh crap.” Sugar Wolf also
enters into a relationship with
a little person named Tink.
Throughout the film, Big
Baby Chips sends various
assassins to take out Sugar
Wolf and end the take-over.

These assassins include The
Ghost, played by Boondox,
and The Foot, played by
wrestler 2 Tuff Tony. The
Ghost can shoot laser beams
from his eyes while The Foot
has a very powerful odor.
The assassin that does the
most damage to Sugar Wolf
ends up being Tink who is
actually a man named Tank
in disguise. Before Sugar
Wolf can defeat Tank, he is
shot in the hand. While this
is going on, Bucky meets his
end by a hail of gunfire.
The film does have a way
about it that will keep you entertained. The acting is absolutely horrible and the dopey
camera cuts and angles prove
that there was not much of a
budget involved. One thing
that sticks out as being unnecessary is that the members of the Insane Clown
Posse keep their makeup on.
It is out of place and does not
make any sense.
Another thing that does
not make any sense is when
the deputy reaches New York
City, it is a modern version of
New York City. The movie is
not supposed to be serious in
any way, so these out of place
things are forgivable. “Big
Money Rustlas” is worth a
watch for anyone looking for
a laugh.

but it talked about a spiritual
awakening. It was very pretty, and the chorus did a great
job with it.
“The Awakening” was
not originally in the program, they changed what
they were singing, so they
had to sing their last song
with a limited about of time.
The chorus did a good job of
making the audience laugh
despite their situation.
The next group was the
Oratorio Society, and they
sang “Wie lieblich sind
deine Wohnungen,” or “A
See Yuletide on A9

Molly Ayotte

For The Maine Campus
Sara Wintz and Megan
Kaminski, both longform
poets, were welcomed to
Soderberg Auditorium on
Thursday, Dec. 5. English
department faculty Jennifer Moxley gave a brief introduction of the two writers, having handpicked
them herself to speak at
the final New Writing Series of the fall semester.
Wintz, a California native, was described by
Moxley as “magic.” Wintz’s work evokes questions
about “self, loneliness and
love.” The author of recent publication “Walking Across a Field We Are
Focused On At This Time
Now” received her bachelor’s degree from Mills
College, studied at Oxford
and received her master’s
degree from Bard College.
Wintz read excerpts
from “Walking Across a
Field,” which is “rooted
in year by year searches of
the 20th century through
Wikipedia.” Her long
poems were dotted with
significant events in history, starting in 1901. She
described the inspiration
behind poem as “a moment where I was locating
myself.” Events she incorporated in her poem include the birth of Gertrude
Stein, Haley’s Comet and
the birth of Frank Sinatra.
Kaminski read from
“Desiring Map,” her collection of four long poems.
She also read excerpts from
her chapbook “Favored
Daughter,” published in
2012. She concluded her
readings of urbanity with
a quote from Young Jeezy,
“I put on for my city, on,
on, for my city.” Kaminski
described her poetry as “a
way of thinking about the
world.”
Kaminski is the author
of “Desiring Map” and six

other chapbooks. Her work
has been compared to that
of Willa Cather, giving a
“haunting portrait of self
through landscape.” Kaminski teaches creative
writing at the University
of Kansas.
A big question that
came up during the Q-andA session was what role
researched played into the
formation of their poems.
Wintz’s answer spoke for
all writers when she explained how “we are always reading and listening, that is the research
that fuels us.” Currently
working on a piece about
fashion, Wintz finds herself researching a lot of
avant garde and conceptual inspirations, mostly
because it is a “space for
reflection and ongoing
narrative.”
Another question put
forward was, “why long
poems and not novels?”
Both being long poem
writers, as well as having other types of publications, both ladies had
unique answers. Kaminski
described her poems as
her “letters to the world.”
Whether or not anyone
reads them, she uses them
as an embodiment of herself. Wintz’s answer was
a little broader in saying,
“there are so many reasons
to write a poem.” Long
poetry allows a “creation
of an entire environment,”
without the difficulty that
novels present.
The NWS will continue
to feature many exciting
new writers, as the spring
semester is already in the
works. You can also “like”
UMaine New Writing Series page on Facebook or
join the group for details
on upcoming events next
semester.
All NWS events are
free and open to the public
to enjoy.
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THE TOP 25 ALBUMS OF

2013

By Derrick Rossignol,
Josh Deakin,
Dan Sullivan

Art by Derrick
Rossignol
From top, clockwise: Daft Punk,
Kanye West,
Nine Inch Nails,
Vampire
Weekend,
Phoenix.

This gets said almost every December, but this year was one of the biggest ones for music in
recent memory. My Bloody Valentine and Nine Inch Nails returned after long hiatuses. Daft Punk
and Pharell Williams owned the summer. Hip-hop titans and newcomers made big splashes in more
general circles. Releases from Vampire Weekend, Phoenix and Arcade Fire set the standard by which
the rest of 2013 indie music was judged.
A lot happened in a lot of different areas, so this year, The Maine Campus teamed up with WMEB,
the student radio station of the University of Maine, for a top 25 list to try to make sense of it all.
25: Julianna Barwick, “Nepenthe”

24: The Men, “New Moon”

“Nepenthe” features some of 2013’s most beautiful and
cinematic music. Barwick takes her cues from Sigur Ros,
with whom she’s toured in the past, writing music that is
often ambient, haunting and laden with loads of reverb.
Barwick’s evocative voice elevates these tracks to a level
of peaceful sublimity — this is music for relaxation and
quiet contemplation.

Last year, The Men proves that punk is not dead with their
fantastic record, “Open Your Heart.” A year later, they’ve
calmed down a little for another great ride. To say they’ve
calmed down is misleading, though: Essentially, they’ve
introduced acoustic guitar into the mix, which grounds the
chaos inherent in their music.

-Dan Sullivan, WMEB Station Manager

-Derrick Rossignol, Editor in Chief

23: CHVRCHES, “The Bones of What You Believe”

22: James Blake, “Overgrown”

CHVRCHES deliver exuberant synth-pop on their
much-hyped debut, a hype they live up to. Songs like
“Lies,” “The Mother We Share” and “Recover” showcase lead singer Lauren Mayberry’s powerful vocals,
and feature some of 2013’s most infectious melodies
to boot. The Scottish trio delves into territory that has
been well-covered in recent years by synth-pop revivalists, but they approach their songcraft with enough flair
to leave a mark on the musical landscape. -DS

On “Overgrown,” Blake further expands on the downtempo R&B that he so masterfully manifested on his debut.
The production is sparse and chilly, and Blake’s vocals
are hauntingly subdued. The album also features a couple
memorable guest performances: RZA lends a helping
hand with a rap verse on the love song send-up, “Take A
Fall For Me,” and Brian Eno makes his presence known
on the standout “Digital Lion.” Lead single “Retrograde”
features Blake’s best melody to date. -DS

21: The National, “Trouble Will Find Me”
The baritone of Matt Berninger, if used improperly, could
lull anybody to sleep. The National’s style is calm but driving, which many boring bands try to pull off but fail it.
Building tracks like “Graceless” and “Demons” could have
been done poorly by other bands, but The National have
midtempo moody music figured out. -DR

20: Mac Miller, “Watching Movies with the Sound
Off”
The prankster of rap has gotten serious. Mac Miller shows
his maturity in his newest release with songs like “Objects
in the Mirror” and “Aquarium.” With this record, Mac
proves he is more than just “Frick Park Market.”
-Josh Deakin, The Maine Campus

19: Arctic Monkeys, “AM”

18: Nine Inch Nails, “Hesitation Marks”

The Arctic Monkeys have shifted their sound away
from a garage rock/punk hybrid to a melodic groove:
it works well. The opening track “Do I Wanna
Know?” is a perfect pace-setter right out the gate.
“AM” will go down as one of the best releases for the
UK-based band. -JD

After a bit of a hiatus, Nine inch Nails are back. The
album is less dark compared to their previous efforts
and it features an even more electronic sound. “Find My
Way” and “Came Back Haunted” are a couple highlights
of Trent Reznor’s glorious return to form. -JD

Continued on A9
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UMaine ousted in second round of FCS playoffs
Historic 10-3 season comes to an end at the hands of archrival UNH

UMaine will hang their heads high after a season that saw the program’s first home playoff game and five players earn First Team All-CAA honors.

Andrew Stefanilo
Staff Writer

The University of Maine
football team’s historic season
came to an end Saturday when
they fell to the University of
New Hampshire 41-27 in the
second round of the Football
Championship
Subdivision
playoffs.
“Hats off to New Hampshire,” UMaine head coach
Jack Cosgrove said. “Once
again they coached and played
better than we did.”
Senior quarterback Marcus Wasilewski completed 21
of his 39 passes for 229 yards
with two touchdowns and two
interceptions.
“We had some great drives
and then at the end we weren’t
able to get the final push,”
Wasilewski said. “New Hampshire took some things away
— they did a couple things to
take a few of the things we do
best out of our offense.”
Wasilewski also led the
team in rushing with 81 yards
on 15 carries. Senior running
back Rickey Stevens ran for 65
yards on 12 touches as well.
UNH sophomore quarterback Sean Goldrich passed for
a career high 291 yards with
three touchdowns on 16-27

throwing.
Junior and senior running
backs Nico Steriti and Chris
Setian got the majority of the
handoffs for the Wildcat rushing attack. Steriti had 14 carries for 74 yards while Setian
had 10 for 54 yards and two
touchdowns.
“I really thought that we
stayed the course in the game,”
UNH head coach Sean McDonnell said. “We bent a little
bit on defense but didn’t break
and made some big plays on
offense.”
The first half was back and
forth, with the Wildcats getting
on the board first when senior
kicker Mike MacArthur hit a
43-yard field goal with 6:40
remaining in the first quarter.
On the ensuing kickoff,
UMaine junior receiver Damarr Aultman made a couple
good cuts and broke free, outrunning the last UNH defender
all the way to the end zone for
an 88-yard touchdown return
that gave the Black Bears the
lead at 7-3.
“Since week one we’ve
been planning a smash left,”
Aultman said. “It hadn’t really
hit for us through the year, but
this time we felt like we could
get one against UNH and the
guys up front did a really good

job of holding their blocks
and it just hit and everything
worked out the way it should
have.”
The lead wouldn’t last long
as the Wildcats would answer
on their following drive. After
the Black Bears dropped the
Wildcats for a loss, Goldrich
hit senior wide receiver Justin
Mello for a 57-yard touchdown to put UNH ahead 10-7
with 5:02 remaining in the first
quarter.
The rest of the quarter belonged to the defense as neither team could get too much
going on the offensive side of
things.
The Black Bears put together a solid drive in the second quarter that started when
Wasilewski carried the ball
for a 24-yard gain down to
UNH’s 23-yard line. UMaine
got the ball down to the 3-yard
line but were stopped on third
down when Wasilewski was
tackled for no gain. UMaine
sophomore kicker Sean Decloux hit a 21-yard field goal
to tie it back up at 10-10 with
9:13 remaining in the second
quarter.
The Wildcats would answer
again when Goldrich completed back-to-back passes down
to the 48-yard line. After Steriti

Byron, power play boost
UMaine past No. 6 UML

took a carry for just one yard,
Goldrich found junior wide receiver Jimmy Giansante wide
open for a 48-yard touchdown
to put the Wildcats back on top
17-10.
UMaine’s
next
drive
ended just two plays in, after
Wasilewski was intercepted at
the 42-yard line after connecting with Stevens on a 22-yard
screen pass in the previous
play.
The UMaine defense held
strong, holding UNH to a field
goal despite the Wildcats driving it down to UMaine’s 4-yard
line. New Hampshire would
end up settling for a 22-yard
field goal to increase their lead
to 20-10 with 3:25 remaining
in the second quarter.
The Black Bears would
answer immediately, putting
together a seven-play, 60-yard
drive that started with a short
pass from Wasilewski to junior
wide receiver Arthur Williams.
After a 9-yard completion to
Stevens on another screen,
Wasilewski scrambled up the
middle for a 13-yard gain.
Stevens then took back-toback carries down to the 9-yard
line, setting up a Wasilewski
pass to senior wide receiver
John Ebeling for a 9-yard
touchdown to cut the lead to

just 20-17 with 47 seconds remaining in the opening half.
The Wildcats would receive
the ball in the second half after
deferring in the beginning of
the game. UNH started their
drive with solid field position
on their own 48-yard line.
Goldrich, Steriti and Setian
had carries to bring the ball
into Black Bear territory.
On 3rd and 2, UNH lined up
in the wildcat formation where
Steriti got the snap, faked a run
and threw it to a wide open
Harold Spears. The junior tight
end was taken down on the
3-yard line to set up a 1st and
goal for the Wildcats.
“We told the kids at the beginning of the year we were
going to swing the bat this
year,” McDonnell said. “We
put some stuff in there again
and you can’t leave those
[plays] in the tank.”
After Steriti was taken
down for a no gain, Goldrich
hit Mello again on a goal line
fade for the 3-yard touchdown
pass to extend the Wildcat lead
to 27-17.
The Black Bears would
put together a drive of their
own following the touchdown.
Wasilewski hit Williams for
28 yards on the first play of
the drive down to New Hamp-

Haley Johnston • Photo Editor
shire’s 30-yard line. Wasilewski scrambled for seven yards
on the next play before hitting
Aultman for a first down. With
the ball on the 18-yard line,
Wasilewski carried the ball for
four yards. The quarterback
then hit Aultman for a 2-yard
gain bringing up a big 3rd and
4.
Sophomore running back
Nigel Jones took a screen pass
but the Wildcat defense held
strong, keeping it to just a 2yard gain. DeCloux would hit
a 27-yard field goal to make it
27-20 with 7:42 remaining in
the 3rd quarter.
UNH began the final quarter
with the ball but were forced to
punt by a Black Bear defense
looking to keep UMaine within striking distance.
After an incompletion,
Wasilewski hit Williams for
a first down up to the 46-yard
line. Wasilewski ran for another six yards before finding
Williams for a first down. A
holding penalty on the Black
Bears pushed them back, making it 2nd and 5. Wasilewski
hit Aultman just short of the
marker before Jones took an 8yard carry for a first down.
The drive would stall when
See Football on b6

Women’s
basketball
comes up
short in
Brown
Classic
Adam Robinson

For The Maine Campus
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The Black Bears will look to improve on their 7-1 home record against AIC next weekend.

Jon Ouellette
Sports Editor
Freshman forward Blaine
Byron netted the Black Bears
third power play goal of the
night with less than four minutes to play in regulation and
senior goaltender Martin Ouellette came up with some timely
saves to propel the University
of Maine men’s hockey team
to a 4-2 win over the No. 6
University of MassachusettsLowell Riverhawks at Alfond
Arena Sunday afternoon.
UMaine – 7-6-1 overall,
4-2-1 in Hockey East – jumps
UMass-Lowell to move into
fourth place in the early conference standings.

The Riverhawks, who came
in riding a six-game winning
streak, move to fifth with an
overall record of 11-5-0, 4-2-0
in Hockey East. They had been
6-1-0 on the road this season
entering Sunday’s contest.
“Obviously our power play
came through today getting us
three goals, which was huge,”
UMaine head coach Dennis
Gendron said. “I thought we
played a pretty good defensive
game overall. There were still
errors, and when they were
made Marty [Ouellette] came
up with a few phenomenal
saves.”
Byron’s eventual gamewinner came on a slap shot
from the left side that seemed

to have eyes as it trickled
through UML sophomore netminder Connor Helleybuck’s
pads. Freshman defenseman
Eric Schurhamer and senior
forward Mark Anthoine assisted on Bryon’s fifth tally of
the year.
“I just got the puck along
the half-wall, Schurhamer
made a good play to get it
down to me, and I saw a lane
to the net and saw a little bit of
traffic there and I thought just
to get a shot on net and hope
for the best,” Byron said. “Fortunately, it went in.”
The Black Bears began the
scoring on the power play less
See Men’s Hockey on b6

The University of Maine
women’s basketball team
topped Brown University before falling to Fairfield University in the championship
game of the Brown Classic
this past weekend.
The Black Bears will put
their 5-3 record on the line
when they host conference
foe Hartford University at
the Cross Insurance Center
Dec. 11.
Black Bears edge Brown
60-59
UMaine squeaked out a
close win in the closing seconds to gain their fifth win
of the season, beating the
Brown University Brown
Bear’s 60-59 in the Brown
Classic Saturday afternoon.
Brown moves to 5-4 on
the year following their win
over Morgan State University the next day.
UMaine got out to the

Haley Johnston • Photo Editor

UMaine hosts conference foe Hartford Wednesday night.

quick 11-4 lead with sophomore forward Liz Wood contributing 4 points during the
Black Bear’s run. UMaine
held a double-digit lead
for a while in the first half,
dominating Brown in many
aspects. Brown turned on
the scoring, going on an 8-0
run to make the score 28-26
led by senior guard Lauren
Clarke’s 10 first-half points
on 4-6 shooting.
UMaine sophomore
guard Lauren Bodine hit a 3
with senior guard Ashleigh
Roberts hitting a layup to
finish the half with UMaine
up 33-28.

Clarke quickly led Brown
to their first lead of the game
in the opening minutes of the
second half.
UMaine sophomore center
Anna Heise and sophomore
guard Sophie Weckstrom hit
back-to-back layups to take
the 41-40 lead. Roberts hit a
jumper to give UMaine the
five-point advantage over
Brown, but the Brown Bears
were not out of the game by
any means at this point.
Brown junior guard Sophie Bikofsky pulled down
a game-high nine rebounds
See Women’s Ball on b6
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Women’s hockey posts
first win against Brown
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‘Team-first’ Wood
becoming go-to player
in
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After earning three points over the weekend, UM preps for road test at Union next weekend.

Anthony Panciocco,
Jacob Posik
The University of Maine
women’s ice hockey team
recorded their first victory of the season Friday
afternoon and skated back
from a three-goal deficit
Saturday to improve to 112-5 on the season.
Their opponent, Brown
University, sees their record dip to 1-9-3.
UMaine
travels
to
Connecticut for a pair of
road games against Union
College Dec. 13 and 14.
Brown doesn’t get back
into action until the first
weekend of January when
they host Cornell University and Colgate University on back-to-back days.
Kilgour, Fujimagari
lead Black Bears to first
win
Another solid performance in net from freshman Mariah Fujimagari
led the University of
Maine women’s ice hockey team to their first win
of the season against
Brown University Friday
afternoon.
“What’s good about this
game is I feel like it was
their most complete game,
and they got rewarded for
it,” UMaine coach Richard Reichenbach said. “It
wasn’t that they played
poorly and snuck by, but
they played really well for
three periods and were rewarded with the win.”
UMaine
sophomore
forward Audra Richards
had a good opportunity
to put the Black Bears
up early in the first period. She stole a bouncing
puck 20 seconds in and
streaked down the ice on
a breakaway only to have
it poked away by Brown
senior goaltender and captain Aubree Moore.
The Black Bears had another good chance just one
minute later when Brown
sophomore forward Kelly
Micholson was called for
tripping, giving UMaine
the first power play of the
day. The Brown defense
held tight, however, and
did not allow a shot on the
power play.
UMaine junior forward
Katy Massey netted her
second goal of the year
3:25 into the first period,
sending a wrist shot past
Moore to give the Black
Bears an early 1-0 lead.
Assists were credited to
freshman defenseman Jess
Vallotton and senior forward Brianne Kilgour.
The Black Bears added
their second goal of the
game with four minutes
left in the period. Following a penalty on Brown
junior forward Kaitlyn
Keon for holding, Kilgour
wrapped around the net
and backhanded a shot
past Moore for her fourth
tall of the year. Senior defenseman Kelly McDonald and freshman forward
Karissa Kirkup assisted
on the play.
The two teams battled
back and forth in the sec-

ond period without either
team being able to get the
better of the other.
Fujimagari had a strong
second period, saving 10
shots on goal and helped
the Black Bears kill off
two penalties. She would
finish with 20 saves on
the day. Reichenbach
talked very highly of his
team’s goaltending after
the game.
“The thing about our
goaltending is that we have
three really good goaltenders,” Reichenbach said.
“I think Mariah’s playing
great, I think Meghann
[Treacy] has played well,
and I think Natalie [Robinson] is very good also.
We are very fortunate in
that department.”
Things got dangerous
late in the third period
when Brown freshman
forward Erin Conway
took a rebound and put it
past Fujimagari to cut the
lead in half. Junior forward Sarah Robson was
credited with the assist.
The Black Bears would
hold on for the 2-1 victory
despite late pressure from
Brown.
While
Fujimagari
played well in goal,
Reichenbach could not
give an answer about who
the starting goaltender
would be going forward.
Fujimagari has started four
games on the season and
has a goals against average of 2.96, good enough
for first on the team.
“The way our program
is built, it’s all about
competition and how
you work throughout the
week and on the weekends,” Reichenbach said.
“There’s no job that’s safe
for any position.”
McDonald’s
three
points help Black Bears
battle back, earn draw in
game two
The Black Bears battled
back from a three-goal
deficit to tie Brown Saturday afternoon. Senior
defender Kelly McDonald
tallied two assists and a
goal in the comeback effort.
Brown came out swinging in game two after giving up UMaine’s lone win
of the season the day before.
Junior forward Kaitlyn
Keon sent a pass through
the slot which was collected by fellow junior
forward Janice Yang, who
sent a wrist shot past Fujimagari just two minutes
into action. It was Yang’s
seventh goal of the season.
Brown remained in
control through the second, where they tallied
two more goals.
The first goal of the
second came by senior defender Jennifer Nedow on
the power play. UMaine
sophomore
defender
Brooklyn Langlois was
sent to the penalty box for
interference, which opened
things up for Brown. On
the power play, they got
great puck movement of-

fensively before Nedow
got a clear shot from the
point, sending a clapper
that Fujimagari couldn’t
catch up to.
The Bears added another goal with nine minutes
remaining in the second.
On a loose puck in front
of the Black Bears net,
Brown forward Catherine
LeBoeuf skated in and
chipped the puck past Fujimagari for Brown’s third
tally of the game.
“We
were
struggling early defensively,”
Reichenbach said. “We
weren’t stopping the puck
well enough and it was
catching up with us on the
scoreboard.”
UMaine outshot Brown
through two periods by a
margin of 27-18, but was
having trouble finding the
back of the net.
The Black Bears netted a goal with just two
minutes remaining in the
second. McDonald found
junior defender Brittney
Huneke open in the offensive end, and Huneke
sent a slap shot ripping by
freshman netminder Monica Elvin for her first goal
of the year.
Brown led 3-1 entering the third, where oddly
both teams made changes
in net. Fujimagari was replaced by Treacy for the
Black Bears, while Elvin was pulled in favor
of sophomore goaltender
Micaela Ross.
The Black Bears pulled
within one goal when McDonald found Richards
open in the slot who sent
a wrist shot soaring by
Ross just minutes into the
third. McDonald tallied
her team leading sixth assist on the play, and her
stellar performance didn’t
end there.
“I was just trying to
be active with the puck,”
McDonald said. “I wanted
to give my teammates opportunities to score.”
On the offensive attack, Black Bear freshman
forward
Karissa
Kirkup sent a pass from
the corner that found the
end of McDonald’s stick.
McDonald rifled a shot
from just feet away, and
Ross was unable to make
the save. After spreading
the wealth, McDonald
knotted a goal of her own,
tying the game with just
1:22 remaining in regulation.
“I’m glad we battled
back,” Reichenbach said.
“I know we can play well
when we put in 60 minutes of effort.”
Neither team was capable of scoring in the
overtime period where
UMaine outshot Brown 21, finishing with a 39-26
edge in shots overall.
Brown’s
goaltenders combined to stop
36 pucks, Elvin with 23
and Ross with 13, while
the Black Bear netminders combined to make
23 saves, 12 from starter
Fujimagari and 11 from
Treacy.

In a sport that oftentimes
overstates the importance of a
single athlete, pure team players can be hard to come by. But
with the University of Maine
women’s basketball team off
to their best start since 1998,
sophomore forward Liz Wood
has brought that team mentality back to the hardwood.
“I mean, obviously we are
doing really well. I think it’s
the best start in a long time,”
she said. “I’m excited about
the future of our team and
the potential that the team has
shown in the beginning of the
season.”
Wood has come into her
own in her second year with
the team, scoring a careerhigh 23 points in a blowout
victory against the University
of Massachusetts-Amherst.
While she leads the team in
rebounds per game with 7.5
and is second in points with
12.3, winning ballgames is the
only thing that matters to her.
“I just want to do anything
I can do to help this team get
the win. It’s not always about
scoring; sometimes it’s just
making a great cut or pass,”
she said. “I want to do what
I can to win. To me it’s not
about having a great stat line.
At the end of the night, it’s
about the win.”
While it is refreshing to
find an athlete that is so teamcentered, there is no denying
Wood’s impact on her team.
Much of the Black Bears
success this season has been
credited to Wood, though she
refuses to accept the praise.
“The thing about our team
is that any given night any different player can heave a great
game,” Wood said. “One night
it could be me, but it could be
any one of us any given night,
so it takes pressure away from
me. It lets me play my game
without worrying about scoring or doing everything by
myself.”
Her transition to the University of Maine was challenging on and off the court.
After playing basketball at
Liberty High School in Bealeton, V.A., Wood chose to come
all the way up to UMaine.
“The jump from high
school to college was definitely tough. In high school
you can get by with just talent
or athleticism but in D-1 ball,
everyone is talented and athletic,” Wood said. “You have
to hone your skills and mentally it’s a challenge because
it’s a lot quicker game pace.
Decisions have to be made
much faster and you
She made a quick transition her freshman year, scoring 10.3 points per game and
playing in all 28 games. Her

Haley Johnston • Photo Editor

Wood is averaging 12.3 points and 7.5 rebounds a game.

10.3 PPG were good enough
for third on the team, just 0.1
points away from the top two
scorers.
“When I was homesick last
year, I could always go to my
teammates for comfort,” she
said. “A lot of them are far
from home so we could make
each other feel better.”
Growing up around basketball, Wood admired University of Connecticut star Maya
Moore. Moore led UConn to
two straight NCAA Championships, won a WNBA Championship in her rookie season,
and has a gold medal from the
2012 London Olympics.
“I always looked up to
Maya Moore as a player because she played for a really
great program and was a big
part of them being so great,”
Wood said. “She could do it
all. She worked hard and it
clearly paid off.”
With the team looking to
finish with their first winning
season since the 2005-2006
campaign, head coach Richard
Barron has seen it all. Barron
has been a head coach for 11
years, with this being his third
season with the Black Bears.
Wood attributed much of the
team’s success to the coaching
staff, especially Barron.
“Coach Barron is a genius
when it comes to the game,”
Wood said. “His basketball IQ
is above any of our head, so
we’re always trying to keep
up. It really makes him a great
coach. Amy Vachon is really
important to us because she
played in Maine’s glory days
and knows what it takes and
how to get back there. Even

the hard times last year
they never gave up on us
and as a team that really
meant a lot. Our other two
coaches, Sean [Smith] and
Todd [Steelman] are great
support for us as well.”
When she is not leading the Black Bears on the
court, Liz considers herself
another normal college student.
“I’m just a normal college kid, I like to go to the
movies and go shopping,”
she said. “You’d be surprised at how normal our
lives are outside of playing
basketball.”
In the first semester of
her sophomore year, Wood
is not sure exactly what she
wants to do after her time
at UMaine. She would like
to keep playing the game
she loves, though in a much
different place than Maine.
“I have some ideas what
I want to do but I’m not
quite 100 percent yet,” she
said. “I’ve been thinking
about maybe playing in
Europe. I think it would be
a really good experience.
A lot of my teammates are
from Europe, and it would
be really great even if it
was for just one year.”
The women’s basketball
team is off to a 4-2 start
and continues to improve
every time they step on the
hardwood. With the teamfirst mentality that Liz
Wood brings to the court,
they should have no problem winning many more
games.
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Scores from around
the Conference
MEN

North Dakota St.
Furman
Montana
Coastal Carolina
UMaine
UNH
Southeastern Louis.
Sam Houston St.
Eastern Washington
South Dakota St.
McNeese St.
Jacksonville St.

Women’s basketball vs. Hartford,
6 p.m.

Fri. Dec. 13

Men’s basketball vs. Army, 6 p.m.
Women’s ice hockey @ Union, 7
p.m.
Men’s hockey vs. AIC, 7 p.m.

FOOTbAll
12/6

Wed. Dec. 11

Sat. Dec. 14

Women’s ice hockey @ Union, 2
p.m.
Men’s hockey vs. AIC, 7 p.m.

Towson
Fordham
Eastern Illinois
Tennessee St.

38
7
35
42
27
41
30
29
41
17
10
31

48
28
51
10

Upcoming Games

B

Sun. Dec. 15

Men’s basketball vs. UMPI, 2 p.m.
Women’s basketball @ Northeastern, 2 p.m.

Sat. Dec. 21

Women’s basketball vs. Towson,
2 p.m.
Men’s basketball @ Providence, 7
p.m.

Sat. Dec. 28

Men’s hockey vs. Princeton @
Estero, FL, 4:05 p.m.

Sun. Dec. 29

Men’s ice hockey vs. TBA @
Estero, FL
Women’s basketball @ Sacred
Heart, 2 p.m.
Men’s basketball @ Middle Tenn.
St., 4:30 p.m.

IcE HOckEy
mEN
12/6

12/7

UNH
BC
BU
Merrimack
UMass
Notre Dame
Providence
Northeastern (F/OT)
UMass
Notre Dame

2
6
2
3
3
5
3
3
3
2

12/8

Merrimack
BU (F/OT)
BC
UNH
UMass-Lowell
UMaine

1
1
2
1
2
4

Mon. Dec. 30

Men’s basketball vs. TBD @ Chattanooga, TN

BAskETbAll
MEN

12/6

Crossword
Solution

12/7

UMaine                              72                   
Stony Brook                     77
Farleigh D.                        62
La Salle                             75
Hartford                            62
UConn                              95
UMaine                             68                 
La Salle                            65  
Stony Brook                    57
                                              

NJIT                                   55
UMass-Lowell                   44
Lehigh                               70
UMBC                                68
Yale                                    71
UNH                                   61
Syracuse                           93
Binghamton                      65
Hartford                             90
Holy Cross                        78

Sudoku
Solution

12/4  NJIT                                   81

Check out the results
for men’s and women’s
swimming and diving,
as well as opinions on
pro sports from our
columnists and all the
stories from this issue
online at:

mainecampus.com
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Men’s basketball drops two to dip to 1-7
Anthony Panciocco
For The Maine Campus

The University of Maine
men’s basketball team was bested twice over the week, falling to
the New Jersey Institute of Technology on Wednesday before
losing to the University of Connecticut Friday night.
Junior guard Xavier Pollard
and junior sharp-shooter Zarko
Valjarevic were bright spots for
the Black Bears. Pollard followed up his double-double
against the Highlanders with a
20-point outing against the Huskies, while Valjarevic poured in
32 total points in the two games,
with 21 of those coming via the
3-ball.
UMaine, now 1-7 on the season, will host the Army Black
Knights at the Cross Insurance
Center in Bangor Dec. 13.
NJIT completes season
sweep with 81-72 win
Alate fourth quarter surge was
not enough for UMaine Wednesday night as they dropped their
fifth straight game to the New
Jersey Institute of Technology
81-72.
The Highlanders move back
to .500 at 4-4 with the win.
Wednesday night was the
second and last meeting between

Men’s Hockey
from B2

than six minutes in. Freshman
forward Cam Brown wired a
slap shot from the inside edge
of the right circle past Helleybuck for his second goal of the
year, assisted by Schurhamer
and senior defenseman Brice
O’Connor.
The goal broke up a string
of nine consecutive goals by
UMaine’s sophomore class
dating back to their 5-1 win
over then-No. 7 Boston College Nov. 23. The Black Bears
finished 3-5 with the extra
skater on Sunday.
“I think we just got the puck
moving fast,” Byron said. “We
try to create time and space for
each other and get the D moving around. They’re a very
good team and we were able
to get them moving around.
We just tried to create chances
for lanes and open ice for our
teammates. We were fortunate enough to get some good
bounces and find the back of
the net tonight.”
“A lot of the [power play]
goals we scored weren’t kind
of on our set plays,” UMaine
sophomore forward Devin
Shore said. “The best way to
get a power play goal is just to
get pucks on net.”
The Riverhawks, who had
been converting on their power
plays at a 32.6 percent clip in
their last 46 chances, finished
1-2 with the extra skater.
UMaine made it 2-2 on the
power play four minutes af-

these two teams, with the first
game ending similarly to the
first. Both games saw a backand-forth affair mainly dominated by NJIT in which they staved
off late Black Bear rallies to get
the win.
The return of junior guard
Xavier Pollard from an injury
was a bright spot for the Black
Bears. Pollard brought with him
some much-needed experience
and finished the night with 18
points and 11 rebounds.
The Highlanders opened up
the contest with a 9-4 spurt led
by sophomore forward Terrence
Smith and freshman Tim Coleman. Smith scored 6 of his 22
points in the opening minutes
and 14 total in the first half.
Though the Black Bears
struggled shooting early on, just
33 percent in the first 6 minutes,
they refused to let the game get
away from them.
Down 19-8, sophomore
guard Dimitry Akanda-Coronel
and junior forward Zarko Valjarevic sparked an 11-3 run that was
capped off with a Valjarevic 3pointer, bringing the Black Bears
within two. Valjarevic would go
on to score a team-high 19 points
on the night, including a 5-10 effort from 3-point range.
New Jersey responded with

a 16-9 run that saw Smith taking control late with a layup and
dunk on consecutive possessions
to give the Highlanders a 37-28
lead going into the half.
UMaine continued struggling on the glass, getting outrebounded 22-11 in the first half
including a 15-6 defensive rebound disadvantage. They also
struggled shooting, with a 35.5
shooting percentage compared
to NJIT’s 51.6 showing.
The Black Bears started out
the second half similar to the
first. The Highlanders scored the
first seven points of the half and
forced the Black Bears to take an
early timeout.
Pollard pulled the Black
Bears out of their freefall, missing a layup but fighting for the
rebound and putting it back for
UMaine’s first points of the half.
New Jersey freshman guard Damon Lynn hit a 3, but Valjarevic
wasted no time responding with
a 3 of his own to keep the Black
Bears in contention.
The Highlanders still held a
commanding 44-28 lead. The
Black Bears were able to keep
pace but were unable to get close
and were down 58-41 10 minutes into the half.
Valjarevic helped his team
climb back, hitting three 3-point-

ers as part of a 28-13 run. Pollard
added 9 points in the run and the
Black Bears cut the lead to just
five points with five minutes remaining.
New Jersey’s steadfast free
throw shooting once again made
the difference down the stretch,
with Lynn draining five of his six
free throw attempts to give NJIT
the 82-72 victory. Lynn finished
with 19 points, five boards and
four assists.
The Black Bears struggled
shooting the ball with just a 36.4
field goal percentage, a far cry
from their 44.7 mark that had
been good enough for fourth in
the conference prior to Wednesday’s game. The Highlanders
shot the ball well, finishing at a
47.4 percent clip.
Pollard’s 11 rebounds helped
the Black Bears on the boards,
though they continued to struggle and were outrebounded 4633 on the night.
Losing streak hits six with
loss to No. 12 UConn            
The Black Bears dropped the
second game of their two-game
road swing to the No. 12 UConn
Huskies 95-68 Friday night.
UConn remains undefeated on
the season at 9-0 with their 12th
straight win over UMaine.
Pollard looked healthy in his

third game back from injury,
starting and playing 34 minutes.
He scored a team-high 20 points
to go along with four steals and
five rebounds. Valjarevic was the
only other Black Bear in double
figures, finishing with 13 points
on three 3-pointers.
The Black Bears kept thing
close for the first portion of the
game, with Pollard leading the
way to a 13-10 deficit eight minutes into the first half. AkandaCoronel slammed home an alley-oop to bring it to 13-12, the
closest the Black Bears would be
from that point on.
A pair of UConn 3-pointers
gave the Huskies a 19-12 lead
that incited a 13-5 run to put
them up 32-17.
The Black Bears fought hard
at the end of the half but still
went into halftime down 54-31.
Pollard led all scorers with 15
points and Akanda-Coronel was
just shy of double-digits with 9
points at the break.
UConn just barely led in rebounds with a slim 18-17 advantage.
The Huskies came out strong
in the second half, with sophomore guard Omar Calhoun capping off an 11-7 run with a long
3-pointer. They did not let up,
extending their lead to 80-45 at

the halfway point of the second
20 minutes.
Valjarevic led the Black
Bears in the second half with 13
points. The Black Bears played
better in the second half, keeping
pace with the Huskies but were
outscored 41-37.
The Black Bears did not
give in, but their deficit was far
too much to overcome. UMaine
finished out the game on a 23-15
run but fell at a final score of 9568.
UConn’s highly-touted senior Shabazz Napier was held in
check for most of the night, scoring just 7 points but added eight
assists in 22 minutes of playing
time. The Huskies were led in
scoring by junior guard Ryan
Boatright with 17 points and five
assists. Calhoun added 16 points
aided by four 3-pointers.
The Black Bears came into
the contest struggling in rebounding but only trailed 3830. They had no answer for the
hot shooting of the Huskies, as
UConn shot 53 percent from
the field and an exceptional 56
percent from three. UMaine shot
40 percent from the field and 35
percent from beyond the arc.
UConn will host Stanford
University in their next contest
Dec. 18.

ter Brown’s goal to put them
up 2-0 on a great effort-play
by sophomore center Steven
Swavely. UML sophomore
forward Adam Chapie looked
to have a shorthanded breakaway, but good hustle by
Swavely denied him with a
timely poke check. The Black
Bears were able to counter
with a three-on-two the other
way, ending in sophomore
defenseman Ben Hutton’s seventh goal of the year.
“We lost the puck and they
had a semi-breakaway, and Steven Swavely not only got back
to kill the play but didn’t take
a penalty doing it,” Gendron
said. “And then we go back on
the ensuing counter attack and
Hutton busts his tail to get up
ice and make it a three-on-two.
That’s a big-time play, but it
started with Steven Swavely.
He deserves a lot of credit for
how that happened.”
“It could’ve been a twogoal swing there and he made
an amazing play on the backcheck, and we were fortunate
enough to get a three-on-two,”
Shore said. “If you give Ben
Hutton the puck in the slot,
odds are it’s going in.”
Hutton, who was assisted
by Shore and junior forward
Connor Leen on the play, now
leads all Division-I defenseman in goals this season. Both
Shore and Hutton upped their
point streak to five games on
the play.
The Riverhawks cut into
the deficit with just over five
minutes remaining in the first
period on senior forward Der-

ek Arnold’s seventh tally of the
season on a scramble around
the blue paint. Arnold took
advantage of the confusion,
shoveling one over Ouellette,
who had laid out to try and
cover the puck. He was assisted by junior forward Scott
Wilson and freshman forward
Joe Gambardella.
Ouellette finished with 26
saves on 28 shots to earn his
seventh win of the season.
Helleybuck falls to 6-4 despite
making 34 stops on 37 shots.
After an evenly fought second period that didn’t see many
quality offensive looks from
either side, UML tied it up on
the power play with less than a
minute remaining in the frame
on sophomore forward Ryan
McGrath’s sixth goal of the
season. He was assisted by Arnold, who now leads the team
in points with 12, and senior
forward Joseph Pendenza.
Ouellette was forced to
come up with some critical
saves early in the third to keep
the Riverhawks from taking
the lead. His biggest came on a
one-on-one opportunity by senior forward Josh Holmstrom
after UMaine was caught in the
middle of a line change around
the 16-minute mark. Ouellette
fell for the initial deke but got
his glove up in time as he fell
to the ice to deny Holmstrom’s
snap shot and preserve the 2-2
tie.
“That was our weakest moment of the game, the start of
the third period,” Gendron
said. “Marty made two or three
saves in the third period, espe-

cially early, that were legit.
Again, if they score on those
plays, the whole complexion
of the game is different.
“A lot of it is doing things at
the right time,” he added. “You
make a big save at the right
time, it can lead to victory.”
“The third period was our
best period in my mind,” UML
head coach Norm Bazin said.
“You have to finish on some
of those chances, and we had
an opportunity. It just wasn’t
meant to be.”
The Riverhawks responded
with a flurry of chances in the
closing minutes following Byron’s go-ahead goal but could
not get one past Ouellette.
UMaine senior forward Jon
Swavely netted his first goal of
the year after UML pulled Helleybuck in favor of the extra
skater to seal the 4-2 win.
The win marks the Black
Bears second victory against a
top 10 opponent this season, the
first coming two weekends ago
against BC. UMaine leads the
all-time series with UML with
a record of 78-44-3, including
a 42-18-1 mark at home.
“That’s a huge win for us,”
Shore said. “To only have one
game on a weekend, it’s kind
of all or nothing. Against a top
ten team like them — they’re
a great team and it’s a tough
battle so that was big.”
UMaine hosts American
International College in a twogame set Dec. 13 and 14. The
Riverhawks get back into action in the Vermont Catamount
Cup Dec. 28 and 29.

Women’s Ball

3-pointer to help UMaine jump
out to an 18-14 lead midway
through the first half. The Stags
stayed in the game, taking the lead
a couple of times until the Black
Bears hit back-to-back 3-pointers to take a five point lead over
Fairfield.
After UMaine went up 27-22,
Fairfield senior guard Katie Cizynski hit back-to-back buckets
to start a 15-2 run for the Stags.
UMaine junior guard Courtney
Anderson ended the Stags run by
nailing a 3-ball to cut the Black
Bear deficit to five heading into
halftime 37-32.
At the start of the second half,
Fairfield came out pushing the
pace with a 12-4 run, led by ObiTabot’s back-to-back buckets.
UMaine sophomore forward Mikaela Gustafsson found Bodine
for a 3 to end the run. Gustafsson
dished another assist to Roberts
that led to a layup, two of Roberts’
game-high 19 points, making the
Fairfield lead only eight.
Fairfield junior guard Felicia
DaCruz hit a 3 with 11:32 left to
put the Stags up by double digits.
DaCruz finished with 14 points in
the second half, 19 total.
Fairfield went on another 112 streak and never looked back
from there. UMaine would hit
a couple more shots, trying to
scratch their way back into the
game but couldn’t find the answer
to Fairfield’s offense. The Stags
outshot UMaine 58 percent to 42
percent while out-rebounding the
Black Bears by 6, 33-27.
DaCruz and Obi-Tabot were
selected to the All-Tournament
Team.

from B2

while scoring 10 of her 13 points
in the second half, keeping Brown
in contention the whole contest.
Brown sophomore guard Jordin
Alexander hit a layup with 3:37
left to give Brown the one-point
lead.
With Roberts hitting a free
throw and Wood scoring two of
her 11 points, UMaine clawed the
lead back from the Brown Bears.
Roberts finished the game with a
game-high 15 points.
Two and a half minutes remained in the game when Bikofsky hit a two-point shot to take the
59-57 lead. UMaine freshman
guard Sigi Koizar took the ball
and laid it in to tie the game at 59.
Koizar was fouled and connected on her free throw attempts
with two seconds remainig to win
the game for the Black Bears.
Clarke finished the game with
19 points for the Brown Bears.
UMaine out rebounded Brown
by four while out assisting them
14-5.
Second half woes clip UMaine
in Brown Classic Championship
The Black Bears lost the
championship game of the Brown
Classic Tournament to Fairfield
University 80-59 Sunday afternoon.
Fairfield senior center Brittany Obi-Tabot won MVP honors,
scoring 18 points and bringing
down seven rebounds. The Stags
move to 5-3 on the season with
the win.
Weckstrom knocked down a

Football
from B2

Wasilewski was sacked and
failed to complete his next two
passes to make it 3rd and 11.
The Black Bears would give
New Hampshire a difficult
starting spot when the UMaine
punt went out of bounds on the
12-yard line.
Sophomore
linebacker
Cabrinni Goncalves sacked
Goldrich on the first play of
New Hampshire’s ensuing
drive. Goldrich threw incomplete on the next play to bring
up a 3rd and 14, a play that
would prove to be the turning
point.
Goldrich backed up to
pass and hit junior wide receiver R.J. Harris for a 15-yard
completion to the 25-yard line.
From there, the Wildcats took
it to the Black Bear defense.
“We’ve done [this play] for
the past four or five years,”
McDonnell said. “We’re not a
power offense; we’re a spread
and we’ve had our troubles,
but we found R.J. in the bubble. We do it in practice every
day.”
Steriti took back-to-back
carries of seven and 20 yards
down to the Black Bear 48yard line. Goldrich hit Mello
for 12 yards to the UMaine 36
and Steriti rushed for another
big gain before Setian would
cap the 9-play, 87-yard drive
off with a 12-yard touchdown
run to increase the lead to 3420 with 6:47 remaining.
“We’ve grown up over the

season,” McDonnell said. “It
starts defensively. Our kids
have been able to get better as
the season went along.”
The Black Bears turned the
ball over on downs on their
next possession, setting the
Wildcats up with another opportunity to increase the lead
when they started on UMaine’s
44-yard line. Setian would
eventually carry one in from
seven yards out to seal the victory with the score at 41-20
with 2:42 left in the game.
“They have some great
coaches and great players over
there,” Cosgrove said. “They
executed very well.”
The Black Bears would
put together a 9-play, 81-yard
drive that was capped off with
an 18-yard touchdown pass
from Wasilewski to senior
tight end Justin Perillo to cut it
to 41-27 with just 21 seconds
remaining. They would attempt an onside kick, but New
Hampshire recovered and ran
out the clock to advance to the
FCS quarterfinals with a 41-27
victory.
The Black Bears finished
their historical season 10-3
with a lot of records and accomplishments to look back
on.
“They set a standard of excellence,” Cosgrove said of his
seniors. “This is a team that’s
done all of the things you hope
they would do and they did
things the right way.”
The Wildcats will take on
fourth-seeded
Southeastern
Louisiana University in their
quarterfinal matchup Dec. 14.
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Football’s top performers
A fond farewell to the graduating class
The Black Bear roster will be without 18 seniors next season. Here’s a look at the Class of
2014’s top performers from this year’s CAA championship-winning squad:
Marcus Wasilewski – Quarterback
“Wash” threw for over 3,000 yards and 23 touchdowns during the
regular season to lead the Black Bears to their first home playoff
game in program history. The 2013 All-CAA First Teamer completed 67.5 percent of his throws and was also effective with his legs,
rushing for over 620 yards to go along with three scores. Wasilewski
— who started all 11 games under center for UMaine in 2012 and
finished fourth in the CAA in total offense in a breakout junior season
— was also named the winner of the second annual Chuck Boone
Leadership Award, which is given to the CAA football player who
best embodies the highest standards of leadership, integrity, teamwork and sportsmanship in his athletic and academic achievements
as voted on by the athletic directors of the conference’s 11 schools.
The senior was also honored by the New England Football Writer’s
Association as the Gold Helmet Player of the Year, given to the best
Football Championship Subdivision player in New England, as well
as a spot on the FCS All-New England team. Wasilewski went 2139 for 229 yards and two touchdowns in the loss to UNH on Saturday. He finishes his career with 5,613 passing yards, good for sixth
in Black Bear history. His 3,238 total passing yards in 2013 are the
most for any UMaine quarterback in program history.
Rickey Stevens – Running Back
Stevens led UMaine on the ground in 2013 with 762 total yards
rushing and six scores on 128 attempts. He played in all 11 games
in 2012, pacing the Black Bear ground game with a team-high 830
rushing yards and a pair of touchdowns. The tailback rushed for 99
yards and a touchdown in his first game back from injury in a 3420 win over the College of William and Mary Oct. 19. He went for
127 yards and a score on 14 rushes, including a record-breaking 90yard touchdown run, in UMaine’s 41-0 win over Rhode Island that
clinched the outright CAA title on Nov. 16.
Justin Perillo – Tight End
The 6-foot-4 tight end followed up his Preseason All-CAA First
Team honors by being named to the regular season All-CAA First
Team in 2013. Perillo caught 41 balls for 511 yards and five touchdowns – including two catches for 29 yards and a score in the loss
to UNH this past Saturday. The senior, who’s been named to the
All-CAA First Team the past two seasons and the Second Team in
2011, hauled in eight balls for 81 yards and a touchdown against
then-No.18 FBS school Northwestern University in a 35-21 loss
Sept. 21.
John Ebeling – Wide Receiver
Ebeling did a little bit of everything for UMaine in 2013, acting as
the Black Bears’ long snapper as well as a stint at quarterback to go
along with his role in UMaine’s receiving corps. He was tied with
fellow senior wideout Derrick Johnson for the team-lead in receptions with 60, and led UMaine in total receiving yards and touchdowns with 647 and six, respectively. Ebeling — who caught two
passes, one for a score against the Wildcats on Saturday — had the
biggest moment of his career Nov. 2 against Stony Brook when he
caught the eventual game-winning 24-yard touchdown pass late in
the fourth quarter to propel UMaine to a 19-14 win that kept them
perfect in CAA play to that point.

Derrick Johnson – Wide Receiver
Two of Johnson’s 60 catches this year went for scores. He finished
just behind Ebeling with 608 receiving yards in 2013, highlighted
by an eight-catch, 95-yard performance in the loss to UNH in the
regular season finale Nov. 23. He caught nine balls for 69 yards and
a score in the 35-22 win over Bryant Sept. 14 and eight balls for 82
yards in the season-opening victory over Norfolk State Aug. 31.
Troy Eastman – Linebacker
Eastman finished third on the team with 78 tackles during the regular season, three of them for losses. He started all 13 games for the
Black Bears and was effective against the pass as well as evidenced
by his two interceptions, one of them coming in a seven-tackle performance in the win over Bryant. He also recorded seven tackles in
the 34-20 win over William and Mary Oct. 19 and 11 in the 33-27
win against Albany that sealed the Black Bear’s best start in program
history Nov. 9. His fourth quarter interception proved instrumental
in the 19-14 win over Stony Brook Nov. 2.
Kendall James – Defensive Back
James was one of five UMaine players to earn All-CAA First Team
honors in 2013. He racked up 36 tackles to go along with two interceptions — one of which came with just seconds left to seal a
37-35 win over Villanova on Oct. 26 — and nine pass breakups. The
cornerback, who is UMaine’s active leader in career starts with 38,
led a Black Bear secondary that allowed a CAA-low 165.4 passing
yards per game during the regular season to join four of his teammates on the New England Football Writer’s Association All-New
England Team.
Michael Cole – Defensive Line
UMaine’s all-time sack leader earned a spot on the All-CAA Second
Team in 2013 after compiling 27 total tackles — 11 for loss, good for
second on the team — a team-high eight sacks and one interception
this past season. Cole was the team’s Defensive Rookie of the Year
in 2010 before earning All-CAA Second Team honors the following season on the heels of his CAA-leading 11 sacks. He surpassed
Mike Denino’s 27.5-sack mark when he recorded two against Stony
Brook on Nov. 2. His first career interception came in the CAAclinching, 41-0 rout of Rhode Island on Senior Day Nov. 16.
Jeff Gakos – Offensive Line
Gakos was named to the All-CAA First Team and All-New England
Team, both career-firsts, after starting all 13 games for the Black
Bears this season. The left guard was the linchpin in an offensive
line that allowed the UMaine offense to rank second in the league
in pass offense and fifth in scoring offense. Gakos, who is second
on UMaine’s active list for career starts with 34, was part of an offensive line that allowed the third-fewest sacks in the CAA in 2012.
He helped protect the football program’s first 3,000-yard passer in
Warren Smith and a 1,000-yard rusher in Pushaun Brown in 2011.
Joe Hook – Offensive Line
Hook earned All-CAA Second Team honors after starting every
game for UMaine in 2013. He teamed with Gakos to anchor an offensive line that paved the way for three 600-yard rushers this season and an offense that ranked fifth in the FCS in total offense and
rushing offense.

Key pieces returning next season
Jack Cosgrove – Head Coach
The 21-year head coach will be back for his 22nd season after
being named the CAA Coach of the Year for the first time in
2013. He led the Black Bears to a 10-2 regular season record
and a 7-1 mark in the CAA that gave UMaine its first conference title since 2002. UMaine’s 24-14 win over Massachusetts
in the second week of the season was the program’s second-ever
victory over an FBS school. Cosgrove – a previous two-time
Atlantic 10 Coach of the Year and a three-time Eddie Robinson
Award finalist – was also pegged as the Jack Grinold New England Coach of the Year by the New England Football Writer’s
Association after guiding the Black Bears to their first home
playoff game in school history.
Christophe Mulumba – Freshman Linebacker
The CAA Defensive Rookie of the Year also earned a spot on the
All-CAA First Team this season after leading the Black Bears in
total tackles with 118 to go along with two interceptions and a
fumble recovery. The All New-England First Teamer was also
a finalist for the Jerry Rice award, which is given to the nation’s
top freshman, and earned CAA Rookie of the Week honors four
times. He recorded the most tackles by any player in a single
game this season with a career-high 19 wrap-ups in UMaine’s
33-27 win over Albany Nov. 9. He was tied for the game-high
in tackles with 13 in the loss to UNH this Saturday.
Cabrinni Goncalves – Sophomore Linebacker
The sophomore paired with Mulumba to form a solid second
layer of UMaine’s “Black Hole” defense in 2013. He finished
just behind the freshman with 101 total tackles and just behind
Cole in sacks with 6.5. He led UMaine with 15 tackles for loss
and finished the year with 12 tackles, two tackles for loss and
1.5 sacks against the Wildcats on Saturday.
Nigel Jones – Sophomore Running Back
Jones was one of three Black Bears to eclipse the 600-yard
rushing mark this season, finishing third behind Stevens and
Wasilewski in that category with 637 yards on the ground. He
added two receiving touchdowns to the eight he recorded in
the running game to lead the Black Bears. Jones burst onto the
scene with a 115-yard, three touchdown performance in the win
against Richmond Sept. 28.

Damarr Aultman – Junior Wide Receiver
Aultman was third on the team in receptions and receiving yards
with 46 and 550, respectively, and was second among receivers
in touchdown catches with five in 2013. He was also the Black
Bears’ go-to kickoff returner, accumulating 625 yards and an
88-yard return for a touchdown against UNH on Saturday.
Trevor Bates – Sophomore Defensive End
Bates earned All-CAA Third Team honors after recording 54 total tackles, nine of them for a loss, and four sacks for the Black
Bears in 2013. Bates sealed UMaine’s best start in school history when he forced a fumble after sacking Albany quarterback
Will Fiacchi with under two minutes remaining in regulation to
give the Black Bears the 33-27 victory.
Axel Ofori Jr. – Junior Defensive Back
Ofori led UMaine with three interceptions to go along with a
secondary-leading 49 tackles this season. His 10 pass breakups
were also tops on the team.
Sherrod Baltimore – Sophomore Defensive Back
Baltimore started all 13 games for the Black Bears in 2013,
racking up 22 tackles to go along with a 20-yard fumble recovery for a touchdown in the 62-28 rout of Delaware on Oct. 5.
Arthur Williams – Junior Wide Receiver
Williams caught 24 balls for 344 yards and three touchdowns
this season, highlighted by a 21-yard TD catch to open the scoring in UMaine’s 41-0 win over Rhode Island.
Sean Decloux – Sophomore Punter/Kicker
Decloux earned All-CAA First Team honors after connecting
on 16 of 21 attempts in 2013. He went 45-48 on extra point attempts and led UMaine in scoring with 93 points this season.
Michael Mangiarelli – Junior Defensive Back
Mangiarelli, who played in eight games as a true freshman in
2010, produced 47 tackles and two interceptions this season.
He notched UMaine’s second defensive touchdown of the
season with a 43-yard interception return in the win against
Albany.

